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Management summary
Background
The Dutch nation, similar to 186 other nations, has agreed on sustainability targets set in the Paris
Agreement to decrease the deposit of greenhouse gases towards neutral levels by 2050 (Streck et al.,
2016). To reach this target, while preserving national living standards, researchers and practitioners
are considering applications of various new technologies. Geothermal energy (GE) is such a new
technology which can provide energy, in the form of heated water, without emitting greenhouse
gases1. As such, practitioners argue that GE is a promising technology for reaching the Dutch climate
targets (EBN et al., 2018). The intended role of GE in the nation substitutes decentralized heating of
greenhouses, buildings, and the light industry. The application domains of GE, nonetheless, anticipate
on technology transcending disruptions of values, norms, and milieus. Within the Netherlands these
are among others; the infrastructure for heat (mainly based on natural gas), public reliance on natural
gas as an energy source, the liberalized and fragmented energy sector, and controversy that surround
existing decentral heating systems. Hence, applying GE technology requires exceptional changes in
existing socio-technical systems within the nation. In practice, this has already prompted a variety of
issues within the GE industry like a bankrupt organization or non-operational GE plants. Henceforth,
various challenges to apply GE technology seem to occur on a variety of levels within society. The
societal embedding of the technology can therefore best be captured as a socio-technical transition.
Research in sustainable transition studies (STS) recognizes these socio-technical transitions as
processes that unfold under path-dependency and lock-In which result in regime-preferences for
incremental change. However, these incremental changes are contested if transitions to sustainable
technologies are imposed on the nation within a short timeframe and radical changes become
mandatory for the societal embedding (Rotmans et al., 2001). STS emphasizes on these dynamics by
mainly descriptive frameworks of past socio-technological transition cases around the globe. As such,
these frameworks provide academia and practitioners with considerable insights on past successes
and failures in transforming societies (Markard et al., 2012). In doing so, a vast amount of researchers
acknowledge that socio-political arenas and its related governance role of policies and politics have a
significant role in facilitating the adoption of technologies like GE (Köhler et al., 2019; Rogge &
Rechardt, 2016; Geels et al., 2016).
Research relating to socio-political arenas argues that it can direct socio-technical systems towards
more sustainable methods of production and consumptions (Köhler et al., 2019; Rotmans et al., 2001).
To illustrate, the transition from oil to gas in the Netherlands was completed within an extraordinary
timeframe of 10 years through significant policy intervention (Rotmans et al., 2001). As such, reaching
the Dutch sustainability targets might prevail by the use of various policy interventions which is put
forward by national, regional, or local governments. These Interventions are relevant supplements for
niche technologies in their objective to become adopted in the marketplace as they protect a niche
from market selection pressures and as such support its development and deployment into
mainstream markets. Although policy evaluation and deployment are regarded as a ‘’black box’’,
niche advocates could use guiding principles to organize and as such inform the socio-political arenas
regarding technological progress, complications, and prospects during its development trajectory. The
motivation behind such activities relates to the fitness of a niche in relation to the various other
technologies. As to sustain, or improve, the feedback loops between niche technologies and
governmental support structures. As niche development and deployment is enabled by these support
structures, they become an integral part of a niches mandate for sustainable growth into mainstream
markets.
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Practical problem
At present, the development and deployment of GE technology in the Netherlands requires
considerable support from political arenas. Although dependent on the support structures to obtain
a market competitive position, these same support structures are insecure as they can dissolve or be
rejected. Given that support mechanisms are a pre-condition for a sustainable scale-up of the niche,
actors herein will need to dealt and anticipate on the uncertainties of this support. Advocates in the
GE niche nonetheless lack a comprehensive understanding of anticipatory behavior. As such the GE
niche is in jeopardy of eluding the socio-political activities relevant for sustainable support during the
protective phases of its development.
Theoretical gap
Academia engaging in STS have introduced several approaches to comprehend socio-technical
transition processes via various lenses. However, none of them currently succeeds in prescribing
practitioners in technological niches with an overall outlook on managerial activities. Zolfagharian et
al. (2019) argue for a normative approach towards STS by applying a design-science methodology as
it bridges the gap between academic theory and managerial practices via boundary objects that can
guide practitioners in real-life scenarios. As such, applying this methodology fills a gap currently
existing in STS. Additionally, researchers currently acknowledge that political arenas can direct
transitions and technologies herein, but lack an understanding of how interactions among niches and
political arenas are induced (Raven et al., 2016; Köhler et al., 2019). Köhler et al. (2019 ) describe this
as niches that exercise certain ‘’innovative power’’ on political arenas. However, a need definition of
performing such socio-political activities is still lacking.
Research question
To accommodate both the practical problem of the Dutch GE niche and the theoretical gap, the
subsequent research question was proposed:
‘’ How could technology advocates of the Dutch geothermal energy niche affect the rate and
direction of technology adoption by organizing for socio-political work in transitions? ‘’
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Research method
The design-science methodology is used as it bridges theory and
practice by design. As transitions are complex phenomena that are
embedded in long-term historical developments of societies these
conditions need to be interpreted. The designs of this research will,
therefore, be context informed, which is a deviation from the onedirectional design-science methodology (van Aken, 2004; van Burg et
al., 2008). Hence, this research has started with high-level theory and
empirical analysis after which the research scopes via an iterative
approach in both domains. Co-development among both domains
emphasizes the context informed methodology (van Burg et al., 2008).
Iterations existed among theoretical literature and empirical data
Design solutions
analysis of interviews, conferences, and documents in the GE niche (29,
4, and 16 sources respectively) throughout the study (see Figure 1). This
qualified the formulation of design propositions and design solutions fit Figure 1: Context informed design
science methodology
for (at least) the Dutch GE niche.

Research findings
This research project resulted in three interdependent results regarding our quest to comprehend
socio-political work more refined and make it more actionable. First, a logic model is created that
interprets the diverse socio-political activities that niche advocates can execute to improve their
fitness towards political arenas. The activities are harmonized with 5 criteria by which analysts
evaluate political interventions. In accordance the evidence from both theory and practice was
synthesized, with the criteria becoming dimensions, in design propositions. These propositions
provided our research with a diverse set of activities and an opportunity to establish design solutions.
In accordance, a conceptual framework is proposed that frames the diverse mechanism identified
from the proposition model (see Figure 2). As such this conceptual framework captures direct, semidirect, and indirect mechanisms on which socio-political activities work. Therefore, it provides
theorists and practitioners with a thoughtful framework on which they can reason, reflect, and direct
their activities.
Furthermore, an analytical tool is proposed that supports niche advocates in the identification and
strategizing on socio-political work. This tool translated the various interventions, obtained from the
proposition model, into an interactive questionnaire useful among niche advocates to evaluate the
niches present state.
Afterward, the research outcomes
were tested and evaluated through
an Alpha test. This integrated experts
in the academic domain (4 experts)
and experts from the (practical) GE
domain (2 experts). In this Alpha test
shortfalls and improvements were
identified. To illustrate; a 6th
dimension (legitimacy) was identified,
and the description of niche
advocates in the model can be better
expressed as ‘’niche advocacy’’ given
the various capabilities each advocate
possesses. As our study was limited in
time this reflection was not
implemented and tested additionally.

Figure 2; Conceptual framework socio-political work

Conclusion
Our research project enhanced our understanding of the strategic management of socio-political work
in niches which was previously underexposed. In doing so we also exposed the diverse antecedents
by which policy evaluations are implemented in society. We expect the conceptual framework and its
related tool can stimulate practitioners and theorists in comprehending socio-political work. In doing
so, we stress that niche advocates can behave proactively on its conditions to shape a niches fitness
towards socio-political arenas. Besides, with the exploration of design-science in STS we introduced a
first technique to develop strategic actions synthesized from theory and practice. Its related fitness
for other niches and transitions will continue to evolve as empirical evidence develops.
Limitations and future research
We subsequently express the limitations and stress four research directions. First, further exploration
of the designs in different contexts. Second, The interplay among two types of strategies and their
effect on socio-political work. Third, a better understand public-private partnerships and how their
capabilities contribute to socio-political work. And fourth, improving our sympathy for socio-technical
acceptance and its elements.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Practical introduction
A carbon-neutral future. 12-12-2015 resembles a historical milestone as The Paris Agreement was
signed by 187 nations. This agreement resembles ambitious policies against climate change by
decarbonization of the world economy during the 21st century (Streck et al., 2016). This political
agreement was rendered into national determined targets, which argued that the Dutch economy
should be carbon neutral by 2050. In accordance, these targets have far-reaching consequences for
the current production and consumption patterns of civil society. Policies might be able to reconfigure
current economies, but by doing so may harm living standards and national prosperity unfavorably.
Hence, the synergy between policies and (new) technologies serve as a solution, as these could direct
the transitions towards the set targets while preserving the level of living standards (Nykvist &
Whitmarsh, 2008). Various carbon low and carbon-neutral technologies are proposed (van Vuuren et
al., 2017). Geothermal energy (GE) represents such a technology.
Geothermal energy technology. Technological development enabled humankind to retrieve the heat
from deep within the earth’s crust through a technology termed ‘’Geothermal energy’’ (Depth of
0.5km <). With GE the heat is obtained from within the earth’s crust through the withdrawal of natural
existing water underground (See Appendix A: Figure 17). To reach this natural existing water, two
wells are drilled and a pump is placed which transfers the water through a heat exchanger onto a
secondary system, before transporting it back in the crust. In accordance, the heat captured in the
secondary system can be used for heating purposes or to produce electricity via steam. This latter
application requires specific technologies that are still in a very early stage of development within the
national boundaries (Heekeren & Bakema, 2015). Hence, this research emphasizes on GE heat
production and consumption. This technology could provide heat to greenhouses, buildings and the
light industry without emitting carbon dioxides2. Therefore, it is a promising technology to integrate
nationwide, given the national targets.
Geothermal energy and the heat transition. The GE application is restricted to local circumstances of
the earth’s crust and consequently requires (unique) local solutions. This makes the rationale for
applying GE in some nations (e.g. Iceland) easily applicable as a competitive market offering is already
in reach/reached (Soltani et al., 2019). Therefore, GE has only, as of 2006, been applied in the
Netherlands. Nonetheless, as of 2020, a total of 20 GE plants are operational which provide 5.6
Petajoule of energy each year (Wiebes, 2020). This energy is comparable with the heat demand of
112.000 households3 (EBN et al, 2018). The technology is currently mainly used in the horticulture
industry as the business case is financially more appealing with regards to the consistent heat demand
in this sector. Nonetheless, it is expected that GE will also become integrated into the built
environment and light industry as demand for heat is high in those domains and thus a potential
market for GE. Hence, a recent report states the ambitious goal of extensive adoption (22% of the
national heat demand) in the nation over a period of 30 years (EBN et al, 2018; Appendix A; Figure
18).
Nonetheless, the prior development path of GE reflects the associated challenges regarding the
embedding of GE in society. To illustrate; two GE plants are non-operational as seismicity was
experienced near them. One GE project was declared bankrupt. Although adopted by new
stakeholders in 2016, it is still non-operational. Also, one GE project failed as a supervisory body
rejected the project proposal. Risk for seismicity was given as argument, but millions of euros were
already spent on project development. Also, none of the GE plants are operationalized for the built
environment.
2
3
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Intertwined with these developments are the contextual antecedents of the nation. Hence, various
developments of existing regimes shape the GE value proposition and its applicability. To illustrate;
most of the built environment is locked-in on natural gas while heat networks as essential
infrastructure for GE. Nonetheless, these are scarcely adopted with only 5 percent of the overall build
environment (ECN, 2015). Besides, the Dutch energy market is liberalized which makes the present
actor-network diverse and thus a scattered network with responsibilities. Furthermore, the national
regime is built on natural gas which was, besides cost attractive and clean, a treasure for the national
government and therefore its citizens (Rotmans et al., 2001). Consequently, adopting new
technologies that jeopardize the natural gas production and consumption has long been provocative.
Politics and niche uncertainties. The recent uptake of heavy earthquakes near the core natural gas
production site and the complementary national targets set in the Paris Agreement assert a drift away
from these deeply rooted practices in the Netherlands. To illustrate regional energy strategies (RES)
(existing of various local governments) are developed regarding the heat transition of each
neighborhood towards 2050. Besides, provincial governments are mainly responsible for the spatial
antecedents of regions which, among others, also accommodate energy infrastructural. The national
government develops the overall policies and national direction concerning new technological. Hence,
the various governmental bodies are tangled among each other. Consequently, various governmental
bodies, as political arenas, can support a niches technological adoption like GE by various means.
Also, the development and deployment of GE is an costly activity with diverse uncertainties involved
like; water is after drilling insufficiently available; substantial demand is required to cover costs; the
accessibility of infrastructure; and diverse organizations are involved that require agreement. Given
these conditions GE, at this stage, is not (yet) able to deliver a competitive market solution.
To overcome the various barriers of adoption the niche faces GE receives support from political
arenas. These support systems are initiated by governmental bodies and have one commonality for
the actor-network of GE. They are a prominent source of uncertainty for the sustainable growth of GE
as support could dissolve swiftly over time as conditions change. Various interviewees in the GE niche
express the political role and its complementary uncertainties (Figure 3). This research, therefore,
seeks to comprehend how niche actors can anticipate on these conditions, with the objective to
sustain support.
‘’ In the Netherlands energy policy was missing. We only had policies for natural gas. Heat as such was a
waste product without value. Now energy policies are developed as we need them for the CO2 targets ‘’
G4
‘’ At this moment the permits are an issue as they proceed very slow ‘’ G5
‘’ Governments should assure that projects are financially feasible. Other parties cannot arrange that ‘’
G11
‘’ At this moment projects are somewhat profitable because they are subsidized. This allows them to stand
on their own ‘’ G12
‘’ Politics is something I find difficult as it takes 4 years. At the moment that party X or Y direct the nation
than these conditions really change ‘’ G7
‘’ At first, the government was directing. The direction was deployed in a process-oriented manner. But
now these same handles are pulled too hard ‘’ G16
Figure 3; Problem statement – GE niche (translated from Dutch)
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1.2 Theoretical introduction
Sustainable transition studies. The Paris Agreement advocates a rapid transition towards a
sustainable future. In contrast, history provides an abundancy of transitions that describe slow and
incremental change (Edmondson et al., 2019; Geels & Schot, 2007; Streck et al., 2016). It is argued
that slow historical cases prevail as established technologies have become highly intertwined with;
user practices and lifestyles, complementary technologies, business models, value chain, structure,
regulations, institutional structures, and political structures (Markard et al., 2012). However,
incremental changes are problematic for the implementation of new (and often radically different)
technologies as these require broader transformations that effect; the social domain, infrastructure,
and other related technologies, that do not suit incremental deviations from a given norm well
(Markard et al., 2012).
Given the quest for a rapid decarbonization of the world economies, academia want to improve our
understanding of transition processes in the hope to direct and accelerate transitions towards the
future. In accordance, a new research domain was established that studies these phenomena named:
sustainable transitions studies (STS). The studies in this domain focus on long-term processes by which
existing socio-technical systems are transformed towards more sustainable systems (Geels, 2004).
The role of politics in transitions. STS long overlooked the role of politics in transitions but recently
stressed it provides an influential role in directing the transition domains (Kern & Smith 2007; Köhler
et al., 2019). Hence, politics related to transitions accommodates questions of who gets what, when
is it attained and how does it do so. The far-reaching power of politics and their directing role in
transition was observed in the natural gas transition that materialized in the Netherlands within one
decade4. This was remarkably fast given its contextual interdependencies (Markard et al., 2012;
Rotmans et al., 2001). Nonetheless, this transition was financially incentivized as it contributed to the
public treasury.
In contrast, many niche technologies which are fit for the participating in the sustainable transitions
do not. These represent carbon neutral or carbon low technologies that do not (yet) compete with
alternative technologies given their value proposition. Various reasons can exist for these conditions.
Nonetheless, the sustainable character that new niche technologies possess makes them an
alternative for various unsustainable technologies currently embedded in societies. As national
governments have committed themselves to augmented targets, these technologies prefer
integration in society from a political stance.
Nonetheless, governments have limited resources available that it could use to direct transitions.
Therefore, politicians will analyze and select carefully what, how, and when it supports a niche
technology for further development and deployment (Rotmans et al., 2001). These support measures
are transition-oriented policies or interventions and are academically expressed as fixes on various
failures (Weber et al., 2012). Political as such is a correction set at a specified time (often with a certain
expiration). For outsiders, this political procedure is in the core a ‘’black box’’, justified by legitimized
authorities.
The niche perspective on policy, politics, and power. A niche perspective illuminates the transition
from bottom-up. In doing so, the niche can be resembled as a protective space from which it has
certain degrees of freedom for development and deployment. The degrees of freedom represent the
support structure of a niche. Raven et al. (2016) argue that support is a necessity, as the new
technology would otherwise be rejected by investors, customers, and users as uncertainties and/or
risks are too high. Support is expected to decline as risk relating to performance, pricing, and
infrastructure decrease.
Hence, political support from governments enables the technical niche in its sustainable upscaling and
maturing of the value proposition. Nonetheless, during this period of protection, niches heavily
4
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depend on governmental support. Support structures as such can dissolve abruptly and rejects the
overall value proposition if politics redirect itself. No support means no protection and accordingly no
competitive market offering. Niche advocates, the actors that protect, nurture, and empower a niche
technology should, therefore, organize themselves sufficiently to inform politics (Raven et al., 2016).
As such, promoting the existing and/or additional support for a niche. However doing so is weakly
developed in STS (Raven et al., 2016).

1.3 Research identification
The STS literature illustrates a growing awareness of political support and its role in directing and
shaping sustainable transitions (Köhler et al., 2019). Although political decision-making processes are
a black box for outsiders, niche technology advocates are dependent on them during the protective
stages of niche development as a competitive value proposition is yet to be established. Support from
political arenas, therefore, prevails for niche technologies. Nonetheless, the interdependency on
political arenas substitutes an overall uncertainty as political conditions can shift and support removed
or replaced by non-sustainable alternatives (Edmondson et al., 2019; Rogge & Reichhardt, 2016).
Therefore, niches should anticipate on political decision-making procedures that are taking place from
a political perspective and adopt strategies that reflect hereon. These strategies relate to anticipatory
behavior to protect, nurture, and empower niches as argued by Raven et al. (2016) that recently
framed some first proposition regarding socio-political work. Nonetheless, their prescriptive
argumentation lacks an all-encompassing framing of the terminology and is still inconclusive in
comprehending niche activities regarding socio-political work.
The dependency on context could be the cause of this as niches are highly dependent on the
transitional antecedents (Deyner et al., 2008; Johns, 2006). In this regard, prior STS generally lacks
prescriptive direction for niche practitioners as the developed body of knowledge is mainly descriptive
(Raven et al., 2010).
Nonetheless, Zolfagharian et al. (2019) argue the STS literature is fit for prescriptive approaches as the
domain has rapidly expanded. Prescriptive approaches are relevant for practitioners in the field that
require managerial guidance in the complexity of transitions and incentivized STS research in the first
place. In contrast, managers in the GE niche of the Netherlands are currently left with inconclusive
and weakly developed strategies towards informing socio-political arenas. This research, therefore,
seeks to develop a more profound understanding of socio-political work in a prescriptive substance
by utilizing design. Similar context dependent designs were previously pursuit via a design-science
methodology and is capable of merging theory and practice (van Burg et al., 2008). Nonetheless, it is
still not applied in the STS domain.
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2. Research questions
2.1 Main research question
Socio-political work in both the practical and theoretical environment of niches is currently not well
understood. Nonetheless, political support is indispensable for the niches further development and
deployment as a competitive market offering is not yet achieved. By comprehending socio-political
work, the niche can anticipate on the political valuation of niches with the objective to receive
recursive support until the niche scales toward (self)sustainable levels. To develop knowledge on this
theme we proposed the following research question:
‘’ How could technology advocates of the Dutch geothermal energy niche affect the rate and
direction of technology adoption by organizing for socio-political work in transitions? ‘’
The main research question was divided in multiple sub-questions as to consider different
components before arriving at a well-established response on the main research question. As such
combining the research questions by structured reasoning provided this study with a comprehensive
understanding of socio-political work. Below the sub-questions are discussed.

2.2 Sub-questions
The first sub-question evaluated the existing literature background for a comprehensive
understanding of what the body of academic knowledge on the topic already recognizes and has
established. This study was captured in the following sub-question:

SQ1: How does the literature of socio-technical transitions describe socio-political work and its effect
on the rate and direction of technology adaption in sustainable transitions?
The second sub-question evaluated the GE niche in the Netherlands with regards to socio-political
work as the actor-network herein currently lacked reasoning on these conditions. The findings were
compared with the existing STS knowledge on socio-political work. As GE has the prospect of becoming
a path-breaking innovation that contests existing socio-technical regimes it was considered a genuine
case for a study in the STS domain. This study was captured in the following sub-question:

SQ2: How do actors involved in the Dutch GE technology niche engage in socio-political work for
affecting the rate and direction of technology adaption?
The third sub-question emphasized on designing propositions and solutions that possess knowledge
regarding socio-political work that was collected by prior sub-questions. As such the designs facilitate
niche advocates in strategizing on socio-political practices. Besides the designs consolidates the
academic state of socio-political work given that the findings are obtained via a systematic literature
review. This study is captured in the following sub-question:

SQ3: How could technology advocates in the GE niche be facilitated with a comprehensive
understanding of socio-political work for affecting the rate and direction of technology adoption?
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3. Methodology
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes which approaches were integrated during the execution of the research
project. The applicability of diverse approaches depends on the phenomena and the practical
conditions that are studied. As such this chapter justifies the approaches used over the course of the
research project. First, chapter 3.2 describes the design science methodology which emphasizes on
the relation between theory and practice and is the fundament on which this research project was
built. Second chapter 3.3 describes the conceptual research design as it captures the overall
walkthrough of the research project over time. Finally, chapter 3.4 provides in-depth information on
how each individual research question is answered and also substitutes how quality measures are
integrated.

3.2 Design science
This research integrates a design science methodology that links the interfaces of social sciences and
design research via strategic transition research (Zolfagharian et al., 2019). This methodology merges
academic literature with the pragmatics of strategizing in niches. Design science comprises two
paradigms which are generally used independently; the explanatory research paradigm and the
explanatory research paradigm. Nonetheless, in this research, we adopted an interplay between the
two paradigms as executed in previous research (van Burg et al., 2008). The justification of this
interplay is rooted in the interdependence between content and context which needs to be stressed
for a comprehensive analysis of (inter)organizational behavior (Johns, 2006; Bhattacherjee, 2012).
Hence, the content of a niche is dependent on the wider transition context. Both paradigms could
fulfill a role in identifying interrelations. Hence, the explanatory research paradigm seeks to find truth
through the development of new knowledge, which also is the end goal (van Aken et al., 2012). In
contrast, the design paradigm seeks to find a solution for practical problems via design. As such,
knowledge is the means to improve existing conditions of civil society (van Aken et al., 2012). Designscience research considers both approaches and, therefore, bridges the gap between the academic
knowledge base and the practical conditions. As such, the approach is fit for informing managers and
academia by connecting these different environments via boundary objects. These boundary objects
exist of design principles and design solutions. In accordance, these boundary objects are used as a
means for communication and collaboration between, and among, diverse actors (Romme &
Endenburg, 2006). In an innovation context both emergent and deliberate approaches are useful
during design as explained subsequently in more detail.
The research-design-development cycle in Figure 4 facilitates the design process of both emergent
and deliberate design in this research (van Burg et al., 2008). The emergent design observes the
practical context and sets the objective to improve its practices. Therefore, this type of approach
acknowledges that the practices studied are profoundly entrenched in contextual conditions (van Burg
et al., 2008). An emergent design in this research is, as such, indispensable in this research as
contextual circumstances can affect the design outcomes. Besides, our research stated a practical
problem in the GE niche that would not deliver a satisfying result by a deliberate design only.
Nonetheless, the deliberate design can facilitate the research with academic findings on earlier
transitions. Although these are context-dependent, they do provide a breathing ground for
comprehending niche behavior and activities concerning transition domains. In accordance, both
approaches are integrated in this research and assure a comprehensive understanding of transition
domains from a researcher’s perspective. As such, synthesizing both domains will result in boundary
objects consolidated in both practice and theory (Denyer et al., 2008; van Burg et al., 2008).
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Practises

Design
principles

Design solutions

Research
findings

Emergent design
Deliberate design
Figure 4; Research-design-development cycle from van Burg et al. (2008)

3.3 Conceptual research framework
The conceptual research framework, executed during this research project, is captured in Figure 5.
The vertical axes of the contextual framework indicate the stepwise procedure the research followed
through its execution. The horizontal axes indicate the design-science methodology, which entails the
academic environment (Theory) the boundary object (design principles and design solutions), and the
practical environment (Empirics) as discussed in chapter 3.2. Additionally, the sub-questions of the
research are specified in Figure 5. SQ1 and SQ2 were answered side by side. This procedure progressed
via iterations between the two different environments. Afterward SQ3 was answered. Given that the
framework only emphasizes on the activities of each sub-question in short, a deliberate elaboration is
described in chapter 3.4. The research was finalized with an academic and practical conclusion and
discussion on the project.
Designs

Initial literature
review

Empirics
Initial practical
analysis

Defining the
problem space

SQ3

Systemic literature
review

Reframing of
problem space

Comprehensive
practical analysis

Comprehensive set
of design principles

Test + evaluate

Articulation of
designs
Conclusion and Discussion

Figure 5; Conceptual research framework
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Test + evaluate

SQ2

SQ1

Theory

3.4 Procedure of individual sub-questions
3.4.1 Introduction
This sub-chapter describes the activities and organizational structure applied during the answering of
each individual sub-question. The first and second sub-questions were executed iteratively as this
enabled contextual considerations of the GE niche (SQ2) while integrating the theoretical body of
knowledge (SQ1). The conceptual framework previously elaborated, describes this process approach
in more detail (Figure 5). Nonetheless, for interpretation clarity, the first and second sub-question are
discussed consecutively followed by the final sub-question (SQ3) which describes the design
procedure. Each sub-question is added before each detailed procedure is discussed.

3.4.2 Sub-question 1: Theory
SQ1: How does the literature of socio-technical transitions describe socio-political work and its effect

on the rate and direction of technology adaption in sustainable transitions?
This first sub-question analyzed the literature developed between the domains of politics and STS. As
such, it supports a theoretical underpinning of the research and develops an enhanced understanding
of the complex nature of transition domains and niche technologies herein. In accordance, we were
well equipped to develop a comprehensive answer on the research by tapping into the academic
knowledge base. To answer this sub-question sufficient an initial literature review was performed to
gain an overview of the literature. This was followed up by a systematic literature review.
The initial literature review encompassed a read-in on the topics of STS and the politics involved in
transitions. This read-in started with two reviews in the transition domain (Years; 2012 and 2019) after
which a snowball approach was used to identify papers that constitute the relevant topics for a
research study. The literature used in this initial literature review is supplemented in Appendix B (Table
17). This analysis was used, in coherence with the first empirical findings of the case study, for the
identification of a research gap.
Afterward, this research conducted an extensive analysis of the available theory via a systemic
literature review. This type of review assures that the analysis is more rigorous and well-defined
(Cronin, Ryan & Coughlan, 2008). Hence, it contributed to the external validity of this research project
(Yin, 2009). The guidelines for organizing this systematic literature review were derived from Tranfield
et al. (2003). Its procedural steps are visualized in Figure 6. The objective of the systematic literature
review was to identify, within a variety of well-accepted frameworks, a set of activities that technology
advocates (can) use in transition domains under the notion of socio-political work.
The process proceeded as follows. First, search queries were defined. These follow the basic coding
rules of the ‘’Web of Science’’ search engine from Clarivate Analytics. This database was selected given
their accessibility of multiple databases via one unified search engine. We defined 3 relevant themes
for codification. A first theme that considers the domain transitions, as our research project
emphasizes on this field of study. A second theme emphasizing on the prevailing frameworks within
the transition domain. And a third theme that puts forward the role of politics. Table 1 lists the themes
with corresponding codification. The three themes were related to each other via ‘’AND’’ coding rules
and resulted in 5610 documents.
Second, the inclusion criteria were developed to reduce the number of articles. Focused on the
publication date (starting from the first published documents in the domain), the English language to
accommodate internationally orientated documents, and only articles as these provide in-depth
analysis. Besides, categories were selected on relevance by the researcher, given his knowledge on
the transition domain and the related research question. Each of the inclusion criteria is listed in Table
2 and resulted in 2452 articles.
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Third, a set of filters applicable on the research context were defined and used for the evaluation of
individual titles and abstracts of articles. A focus on longitudinal and cross-case studies was put
forward to obtain in-depth knowledge of the transition procedure as it came to be over time.
Furthermore, article cases were selected on minimal one case with similar political settings as to the
GE case is exposed to. Besides a limitation on citations was set to accommodate article relevance.
Table 3 lists the filters. Lastly, a representative list of articles was deducted on February 2020 and
resulted in a list of 65 articles (Appendix B; Table 18))
Finally, 19 articles were used for the systematic literature review. Each of these selected articles
implemented 1 or 2 frameworks from the theoretical frameworks and was occasionally supplemented
with other frameworks. These articles were selected given the various subjects discussed. The overall
systematic literature review process is visualized in Figure 7.
Define search
quieries

Develop inclusion
criteria

Develop
comrehensive set of
filters

Evaluate titles and
abstracts

Representitive article
lists

Filter measures:

Final list:

65

19

Figure 6; Systematic literature review process, based on Tranfield et al. (2003)
Coding measures:
5610

Selection
measures: 2452

Figure 7; Literature review process from Clarivate Analytics search engine

CODING MEASURES
THEME 1 DOMAIN
THEME 2 FRAMEWORKS
THEME 3 POLICY FOCUS

''Transition*''
''Multi-level perspective'', MLP, ''Transition Management'', TM, ''Strategic niche
management'', SNM, ''Technical innovation system*'', TIS
Politic*, Policy, Political

Table 1; Coding measures

SELECTION MEASURES
PUBLISH YEAR
LANGUAGE
DOCUMENT TYPE
CATEGORISATION
(WEBOFSCIENCE)

2000-2020
English
Articles

Environmental science, Environmental studies, Economics, green sustainable
science technologies, Management, Energy fuels, Political science,
Multidiscipline science

Table 2; Selection measures

FILTER MEASURES
STUDY TYPE
FRAMEWORK
TECHNOLOGY TYPE
LOCATION OF CASE(S)
CITATIONS

Longitudinal case study, Cross-case study
Minimal one framework applied of: MLP, TIS, SNM, TM
Sustainable, low carbon, renewable, CO² neutral
Minimal one case in Europe or North America
5≤

Table 3; Filter measures
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The set of articles was, after the systematic literature review,
extended with two additional articles as can be observed in
Frameworks
Appendix B; Table 19. This table comprises all the articles used in the
systematic literature analysis. Article 20 was supplemented as it
17%
provided knowledge concerning different intermediaries within
33%
17%
transition domains. The articles from the systematic literature
33%
review did not discuss this diversity in such detail. Article 21 was
supplemented as it encapsulated the interaction between regimes
and niches in more depth then articles in the systematic literature
MLP
SNM
TM
TIS
review did. In contrast with the other articles, this article was not a
case study. A final summary of the applied frameworks of all articles Diagram 1: Frameworks used in articles
is visualized in Diagram 1.
The final list of articles was analyzed and synthesized by; first, reading through and identification of
activities in each of the articles. Second, identifying and outlining the activities in a logic model. Third,
the reduction of the findings by pairing various logics. Finally, the empirical data provided input and
thus direction for the logic development process. All empirical data was thereafter synthesized with
the logic model. The Analyses-Synthesize bridge model was accommodated in the reasoning of the
researcher to anticipate on both the synthesis of various findings and in accordance the strategizing
on these findings (Dubberly et al., 2008).

3.4.3 Sub-question 2, Empirics
SQ2: How do actors involved in the Dutch GE technology niche engage in socio-political work for affecting the
rate and direction of technology adaption?

This second sub-question analyzed the GE niche in the Netherlands. The GE niche was approached as
a holistic single-case design. The rationale behind this approach was agreement among the
researchers that the GE case represented a typical niche technology that interacts in a transition
domain (Yin, 2009). The unit of analysis was the meso-level sector of GE, in this study referred to as
‘’the niche’’. Niche advocates, as such, organize and engage in activities within this space of the niche.
The main data source of this analysis was qualitative data as it fits well with how and why questions
and in accordance aligns well with the expressed research question (Yin, 2009). Besides, documents
and observations were used as complementary data sources. These extra data sources were available
and accessible to the researchers and complement the meso-level developments of a niche well. Also,
triangulation of the data became possible and improved the construct validity of the empirical
evidence (Yin, 2009). All the empirical data was collected in two steps; an initial collection and
comprehensive collection. Both are described as independent, though they overlap substantially as
can be observed in Figure 8. This figure also captures the interrelations between the collection of the
diverse data sources and the timeline of execution.

Interviews
Documents

2 interviews
NGO
Webpage NGO

snowball approach broad

Observations

snowball approach focussed

received or discussed during interviewees
Attendance of conferences
Comprehensive collection

Initial collection

Timeline

NOV-DEC

JAN-FEB

Figure 8; Research process empirical data collection
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MAR-APR

MAY-JUN

The initial data collection anticipated on building contextual understanding of the niche technology
itself, its complimentary and competing technologies, and the national antecedents which shape its
behavior. Therefore the researchers were able to comprehend the various facets of the GE technology
in transition, which subsequently improved the interpretability of theories and practices in the
domain. As such, various data sources were used to comprehend the diverse views, activities, and
comments of the niche actor constellation and activities. The data was collected by the following
means:
Documents were initially derived from the webpage of a Dutch NGO, named Platform Geothermie.
This NGO resembles/represents the niche technology by focuses on the development and deployment
of GE in the Dutch nation. As such, it was well-positioned for an initial build-up of knowledge. Besides,
documents were obtained during the interviews or extracted from the internet after an interviewee
discussed the document.
Interviews involved various actors with diverse roles and activities given the complex network in
transition domains. Hence, this initial snowball approach anticipated on actors involved in local GE
projects and actors that are involved in the inter-regional knowledge build-up of the technology (nonregional focused). Within the SNM literature, this difference is captured by a local level and global
level respectively (Geels & Raven, 2006). We follow this description in the remainder of this report.
Hence, if actors became involved via local projects but currently participate in inter-regional
knowledge development then it has become a global level actor. Anticipating on both levels assures
the development of broad evidence.
First, two unstructured Interviews were conducted with actors from one of the prime NGO’s of the
Dutch GE niche. From these initial interviews, a snowball approach was applied to identify other actors
in the niche that could facilitate our research with Meso-level insides on the niche activities. Second,
in contrast to the two unstructured interviews, the remaining interviews followed a semi-structured
interview protocol to direct the data collection (see Appendix C). This interview type suits the
qualitative and explorative character of the research question well and improves the reliability of the
research project (Yin, 2009). The protocol was integrated in a conversational matter, thus as a steering
mechanism to discuss various themes and related activities. The themes emphasized on; societal
state, risks of technology, the economic value proposition, network development, and politics
involved. The interviews were recorded (if allowed) and documented within 24 hours after conducting
the interviews. A set of selection criteria was established to support the researcher with the snowball
approach (see Figure 9).
- Organization of participant should interact with the niche for 1< years
- Participant must be involved in the Dutch Geothermal energy niche and act on local and/or global level
- Participant must interact with other agents in the niche
- Participant is available for an interview of at least 30 minutes
- The researcher coordinates and directs the development of interviewees on local and global levels via oversight

Figure 9; Selection criteria interview participant
Direct observations were obtained by the participation of conferences. The webpage of the
NGO/Platform Geothermie was used to identify conferences. Then these were scheduled and
attended accordingly. Only national conferences were attended. This data is accounted for as ‘’direct
observations’’ in the empirical data. The relevant findings were noted during the attendance and
documented within 24 hours.
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The comprehensive collection of data became integrated over time. This part focused on filling the
voids of the empirical evidence. Hence, in this later stage, local actors were no longer interviewed and
a complementary actor group was identified in the dataset. Governmental actors. Hence, the
interaction between governmental actors and the niche technology somewhat resembles sociopolitical work and therefore was captured in a unique actor group.
Governmental actors fulfill roles in multiple governmental bodies and participate on local and global
levels. Public-private partnerships, for example, facilitate the collective learning on the global niche,
while each project interacts with multiple governmental bodies for its development and deployment
on a local scale (and thus local level). The actors have a role within governments and are, to a certain
degree, part of the political process on which this research was focused. To provide anonymity, this
research denoted this actor group by not defining their integral role within the niche. Therefore, this
actor group was coded ‘’LG’’. The final overview of actor groups is complemented in Table 4.
ACTOR GROUP
POSITION IN THE NICHE

LOCAL PROCESSES
Local actor group

GLOBAL PROCESSES
Global actor group

CODE

L

G

GOVERNMENTAL ACTORS
Local and Global actor
group
LG

Table 4; Defined actor groups

The interviews were continued similarly to the snowball approach of the initial research. Only the
focus on local level actors was no longer in scope as there relevance in complementing the niche
activities were rather limited. The interviews, similar to the initial analysis, followed a semi-structured
interview protocol (see Appendix C). Also, similar selection criteria were applied in this comprehensive
analysis, with the exception of discarding local actors (Figure 9).
Documents were still obtained during the interviews or extracted online after an interviewee
discussed the document. Direct observation by participating in conferences was no longer possible.
All the conferences were cancelled at this stage of the research project given the national limitation
on meetings because of Covid-19. Only one additional conference was recalled, as it was a webinar.
In June data collection was stopped. Hence, saturation was reached as no new insides were obtained
from the interviewees, documents, and conferences at this point. A final list regarding both data
collections (concerning interviews, documents, and conferences) is supplemented in Tables 5, 6, and
7.
Afterward the data was analyzed through coding software. Using this type of software improves the
construct validity. Hence, all the data sources were (randomly) given a unique number and loaded into
the software. Subsequently, the data was systematically analyzed using a pattern matching strategy
(Yin, 2009). This process proceeds by coding, structuring, and concluding consecutive. First, the coding
was linked to the theoretically developed outlines. As such the outlines served as a template for coding
all empirical data. As such, this matching strategy between both domains increased the internal
validity of this research and decreased the data towards only relevant subjects to answer SQ2. The
coding scheme is complemented in Appendix D.
Second, the data was structured. Accommodating the relevant individual logical interactions.
Interactions that were less obvious in the dataset (for example; only mentioned one time) were
discarded from the coding. Structuring enabled the collective sensemaking of data and the refinement
of logic interpreted from theory. Sensemaking, therefore, comprised the explanation building of the
case study which improved the internal validity of this research project. Furthermore, it provided an
opportunity to assess chains of evidence in the dataset, which improved the research construct
validity (Yin, 2009).
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The Analyses-Synthesize bridge model was accommodated at this stage during the reasoning of the
researcher as to anticipate on both the synthesis of various findings and the strategizing hereon
(Dubberly et al., 2008).
Finally, conclusions were drawn from the empirical evidence and its related fit with the theoretical
interactions. Hence, discussing its conditional fitness regarding the proposed logics and how and why
these were (not) observed. By doing so, the initial logic became embedded in both theory and practice
which strengthened our conclusions.

INTERVIEWS
CODE Role in the organization
(G) GLOBAL - (NOV ->MAY)
G1
Manager – public enterprise
G2
Manager – public enterprise
G3
Manager – public enterprise
G4
Manager – public enterprise
G5
Consultant
G6
Consultant
G7
Project manager – private enterprise
G8
Consultant
G9
Consultant
G10
Consultant
G11
Manager – private enterprise
G12
Manager – private enterprise
G13
Project manager – private enterprise
G14
Operational manager – private enterprise
G15
Consultant
G16
Manager – private enterprise
(L) LOCAL - (NOV -> JAN)
L1
Project manager – private enterprise
L2
Project manager – private enterprise
L3
Manager – private enterprise
L4
Manager communication – private enterprise
L5
Manager – private enterprise
L6
Geologist – private enterprise
(LG) GOVERNMENTAL BODIES (NOV->MAY)
LG1
Policy officer
LG2
Policy officer
LG3
Policy officer
LG4
Policy officer
LG5
Policy officer
LG6
Policy officer
LG7
Policy officer
Table 5; Empirical data source - Interviews
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Duration
< 30
30-60
60 <
60 <
60 <
60 <
60 <
30-60
60 <
60 <
30-60
30-60
30-60
< 30
30-60
30-60
< 30
< 30
30-60
< 30
< 30
30-60
30-60
30-60
30-60
30-60
< 30
30-60
30-60

DOCUMENTS
CODE

Document title (original Dutch
language)
Masterplan Aardwarmte in Nederland
Eindrapport Geotermy Manifestatie

Pub.
date
2018
2013

Summary

Evaluatie versnelling aardwarmte
Versnellingsplan aardwarmte
glastuinbouw 2014-2017
Staat van de sector

2017
2014

Reflection Innovation roadmap (D12)
Innovation program update

2017

WarmingUp innovatieplan samenvatting
Samen kennis aanboren

2019

D8
D9

Play-based portfoliobenadering

2018
2017

D10

Impact of the Dutch geothermal
innovation roadmap
Innovatie Roadmap Geothermie
Nederland
Opschaling aardwarmte in
warmtenetten
Aardwarmte en seismiciteit

2019

Reflection niche past performance and
experiences
System and process description –
Innovation program
Kennis en opvattingen ultra diepe geothermal
energy
obtaining efficiency in niche operations
Opportunities and treats municipalities and
provinces
Reflection on D11 (Innovation roadmap of niche)

2018

Innovation roadmap of niche

2018

Scale-up of niche in heat networks

2019
2018

Earthquakes
Heat scenarios

2019
2020

Heat vision of region
Letter from governmental body

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

D11
D12
D13
D14

Inventarisatie kansen en belemmeringen voor
geothermie in stedelijk en landelijk gebied

Het 'warmtescenario': Beelden van een op warmte

2017

Vision geothermal energy
Summary collaborative interaction
session space and energy

gerichte energievoorziening in 2030 en 2050

D15
D16

Visie aardwarmte alliantie Zuid-Holland
Kamerbrief voortgang geothermie

Table 6; Empirical data source - Documents

CONFERENCES
CODE

Conference

Subject

Date

Location

C1

Warmtenetwerk

Demand for Infra, regulations

3-dec

Breda, Chassé

C2

Geothermal gettogether
Kennisagenda
Aardwarmte
IRENAWEBINAR 2

Research output, market challenges

4-dec

Delft, Campus

Innovation program

21-jan

Hilversum, Hortiversum

Enabling Framework Conditions, Financing and
Business Models for District Heating and Cooling

14may

Webinar

C3
C4

Table 7; Empiric data source - Direct observations (conferences)
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3.4.4 Sub-question 3 design propositions and design solutions
SQ3: How could technology advocates in the GE niche be facilitated with a comprehensive understanding of
socio-political work for affecting the rate and direction of technology adoption?

This sub-question interprets the findings of both the systematic literature review and the empirical
collected data to develop useful and comprehensive designs. As such these can support niche
advocates in transition domains and theorists in the field of transition studies in their thinking about
technologies and politics (concerned with transitions). First, the method of attaining design principles
are discussed, which in this research, was consolidated via a logic model. These principles are useful
for practitioners and theorists in the field of transition domains as they amplify what is understood of
niche advocacy, and what approaches can be used for direction niches in improving its conditions
regarding socio-political arenas. The logic model, furthermore, qualified the development of useful
designs solutions. As such, the design solutions were ‘’developed from’’ and ‘’developed for’’ the
Dutch GE case and are theoretically underpinned by the STS literature. Second, test approaches are
discussed and selected. The final testing procedure verifies the design propositions and design
solutions on quality, and accommodates a discussion regarding its contributed value.
Design connects the academic and practical environments by means of boundary objects. As such, it
reasons from on-the-spot experimenting and questions what is done in certain conditions (van Burg
et al. 2008). Design principles express these type of normative ideas and propositions which assist the
design process. Van Burg et al. (2008) argue that ‘’principles are positioned between descriptive and
explanatory research of academic entrepreneurship studies and the prescriptive and pragmatic nature
of design processes’’. As such design principles represent a general prescription for sets of problems
and are in this research formulated in CIMO-logic. Hence, logic models like these improve the internal
validity of a research project. This logic modeling enables the consistent structuring of knowledge
while considering its context-dependency and outcomes of actions. Besides, the method consolidates
a comprehensive learning process by the researcher(s) and improves the overall construct validity of
the research project (Denyer et al, 2008; Yin, 2009).
CIMO-logic argues for the following interrelation; given a contextual condition (C), expose it to some
type of intervention (I), which will set in motion a mechanism (M) that results in an expected Outcome
(O). Given these conditions, our research integrates both practical relevant knowledge and theoretical
relevant knowledge from the STS literature (Denyer et al, 2008). In this research project both context
and interventions are profoundly related given that a certain context is created, will be created of no
longer is created given a certain intervention. Therefore, both context and intervention are resembled
by the intervention only.
Design solutions represent the practices under (re)design which are captured in artifacts. As such the
practices in the real world can be formulated among others; in drawings, models, and narratives that
complement the practical point of view (Van Burg et al., 2008). This design process was facilitated by
a list of requirements expressed by the obtained experiences of the researcher. Both design solutions
have become an integral part of this research project.
Design contributes to understanding practice and theory as knowledge is encapsulated and
represented by design itself. Having the design tested by the actors it serves offers an opportunity to
assess the design’s potential, create support, and comprehend improvements on the initial design.
Testing could occur through various methods. For example: Alpha testing, Beta testing, and Delta
testing are test approaches, which have their distinct characteristics and are, therefore, useful in
different stages of the process (Freiler, 2011). Delta testing uses continuous testing methods and is
often observed in ICT environments which enable for ease of testing. In contrast, Alpha and Beta
testing are applied in product design and can be used consecutively. Alpha testing assures that the
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product is working properly and improves internal alignment. It sets out to answer the question: ’’does
the product work’’(Freiler, 2011). A proceeding step could be Beta testing which sets the goal to
comprehend if customers ‘’like the product’’ (Freiler, 2011).
Using a multitude of tests improves the initial design but also requires resources from the researchers.
As this research was limited in time, it was decided to only apply an Alpha test. The Alpha test was
executed after the initial designs were proposed. It was executed with experts in the field that
assessed both the design and procedure of obtaining the design (although dependent on the individual
expertise). Experts in both the practical domain and theoretical domain were requested to participate
in this process.
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4. Theoretical analysis
4.1 Introduction
This chapter consists of three sub-chapters. First, chapter 4.2 provides an introduction to the STS
literature and its development over time. Second, chapter 4.3 describes the process of comprehending
and defining socio-political work from a policy analyst perspective. As the systematic literature review
fell short of a comprehensive framing of this term, we identified comprehensive framing of the
terminology separate from the systematic literature review. Third, chapter 4.4 comprises the
theoretical analysis which was conducted based on the systematic literature review. As such, this
analysis emphasizes on longitudinal and cross-case studies in the STS literature and reflects on what
is understood of socio-political work. Besides, the final synthesis of theory and practice in design
propositions is complemented at the introduction of this last sub-chapter.

4.2 Sustainable transition studies
STS accommodates the multi-dimensionality and multi-actor processes that shape transition domains
(Köhler et al., 2019). Early STS studies, introduced at the shift of the century, emphasized on electricity
production and distribution. Yet, over time researchers started to explore various transitions by which
sustainability is the leading theme (among others; food, water, heat and buildings, cities, and waste)
(Markard et al., 2012; IEA, 2011). Moreover, researchers started exploring a variety of new
geographical locations, besides the initial Northern European countries, from which geographical
differences were recognized (Köhler et al., 2019). As such, STS is a relatively new research domain but
is accelerating rapidly. Hence, in the year 2018, 500+ articles were published (Köhler et al., 2019).
The research domain has the ambition to deal with transition processes more profoundly. In seeking
this goal, academia developed a multitude of frameworks. Although some studies are cross-over
between 2 frameworks most articles use one of the main frameworks to shed light on a transition
(Markard et al. 2012). As each framework sheds light on the complex dynamics of transitions from a
different perspective, they can all contribute to informing academia and practitioners with insights on
how to understand transition processes and the role of technology therein. The four most used
frameworks are shortly discussed subsequently.
Transition management (TM) proposes a prescriptive framework for governments that emphasizes on
the long-term perspectives of systems in transition and the political maneuvering role herein. It
accommodates strategic, tactical, operational, and reflective activities that forecast and direct
transitions from a top-down perspective (Köhler et al., 2019). This prescriptive framework is adopted
by the Dutch national government as a strategic tool. Nonetheless, it did receive criticism by various
researchers regarding power struggles and the incomplete representation from a political stance
(Kempt et al., 2007; Voß et al. 2009).
The multi-level perspective (MLP) is a descriptive framework that illustrates how various transitions
have taken place. It does so by separating a landscape, regime, and niche level in which various
dynamics are observed. The interaction among these levels illustrates path dependency, lock-in of
systems, and the absorption of new niche technologies via destabilizing and re-stabilizing processes
(Geels, 2002).
Strategic niche management (SNM) accommodates a descriptive framework that takes the sole
perspective of niche level development. As such, it captures the activities of niche actors that embody
(and resemble) the new technology in the marketplace. By maneuvering in protective spaces, by which
actors engage in learning processes, social networking, and the creation of vision and expectations
the objective is set to become adopted by or replace existing regimes (Geels & Schot, 2007). Mainly
the recursive cycles of experimentation represent this perspective (Köhler et al., 2019).
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The Technical innovation system (TIS) framework describes the internal technological interactions
more closely than the SNM framework does by proposing seven functions of a technical innovation
system in a descriptive format (Hekker et al., 2007). Although this framework captures the internal
dynamics and institutional dependencies of a niche more profound, it also risks losing sight of the
contextual development that shapes the niche activities.

4.3 Exploration of socio-political work
4.3.1 Capturing socio-political work
During the execution of the systematic literature review, clarity on what comprised socio-political
work was still mainly absent. Although articles mentioned the terminology, it lacked an allencompassing notion of the terminology itself (Raven et al. 2016). In accordance, it was decided to
search through the political literature for a source that captured this subject more profoundly. In doing
so we focused our effort on policy implementation and its reasoning behind the interventions itself.
Given this broad quest, the researcher analyzed various policy books. In consensus with the first
supervisor, one policy book was selected from the authors Loomis and Helfand (2003). This book was
well equipped to illuminate the political dimensions that are at work during environmental policy
assessment. Hence, this type of policy assessment is well suited for sustainable niche technologies as
these are inherently connected to the environmental domain of politics. Besides, it isolates policy
evaluation from the political decision-maker.
In accordance, It provided this research with 7 dimensions of assessment from a political analysts
stance. These dimensions illuminate the fit between a niche and the proposed political support on this
niche. The dimensions, in the form of criteria by policy analysts are discussed subsequently.

4.3.2 Policy analysis and dimensions
The definition of socio-political work was constructed from dimensions derived from Loomis and
Helfand (2003) that developed a set of criteria used to analyze environmental policies. It is argued that
the set of criteria resembles a list which is often appropriate for many environmental policy issues
(Loomis & Helfand, 2003). Hence, this set of criteria enables analysts to comprehend the variety of
implications that policy interventions can have on society as a whole. We define these as:
An all-inclusive set of criteria that provides policy analysts with consideration of inter-related
antecedents between technology and society for the evaluation of support measures.
Though the implications of policy interventions are derived by analysts, the final authority to decide
still rests on the political actors themselves. This procedure is emphasized in Figure 10. As such, the
criteria provide this research with a fundamental list of assessment dimensions by which policies in
environmental context are evaluated while discarding the political decisionmaker (Loomis & Helfand,
2003). In accordance, technological niches can use these dimensions as scope to anticipate their
activities on.

Policy analyst
develops policy
intervention
options

Policy analyst
evaluates policy
intervention
options via criteria

Figure 10; Analysis process for environmental policy interventions
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decide on intervention
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4.3.3 Criteria used during policy analysis
The criteria described by Loomis and Helfand (2003) are discussed shortly to comprehend their
meaning given its context of policy analysts. By analyzing these criteria, political decision-makers can
ratify their decision for political interventions in a given environment (local, regional, national).
Political analysts assess an intervention by constructing an effects analysis (Loomis & Helfand, 2003).
This effects analysis considers what circumstances will and could arise in society when the intervention
is deployed. For instance, operations in the underground could result in the pollution of drinking water
aquifers. In contrast, not anticipating on climate change issues could result, among others, in sea-level
rise and inherent consequences.
Political analysts assess the social and cultural acceptability of interventions. Interventions can be
backed or conflict with the current values of civil society (Loomis & Helfand, 2003). Disruption of these
values could result in opposing forces against an intervention. Analysts will comprehend what type of
opposition can be expected from intervening and by which reasoning this occurs.
Political analysts assess the overall costs of interventions by considering the economic efficiency that
is attained by its implementation (Loomis & Helfand, 2003). Economic efficiency emphasizes on both
economic and non-economic forms of efficiency. Social wellbeing for instance is also a substitute. The
price of the intervention are often studied by a benefit-costs analysis (Loomis and Helfand, 2003).
Political analysts assess the distributional consequences of intervening as it interrupts with the
prevailing balance in society (Loomis & Helfand, 2003). Hence, as the disruption of society by
interventions will result in both winners and losers. As such it relates to actor groups that oppose or
support an intervention when implemented.
Political analysts assess both the operational practicality and administrative feasibility of an
intervention. Hence, societal integration and adherence are preferably verifiable for organizations,
but also needs to be practically feasible to organize from a governmental stance (Loomis & Helfand,
2003; Raven et al., 2016).
Political analysts will assess the legality of the intervention given present laws and regulations. Loomis
and Helfand argue it could be difficult to change current laws without a given budget or a timely
procedure (2003). For instance, regulations that apply to all EU member states also apply on a national
scale, which in accordance might be difficult to reconsider. In accordance, it could be preferred to
work within the boundaries of existing laws and regulations.
Political analysts assess the uncertainties inherent to policy interventions. As such, it seeks to
comprehend if the expected outcome will be attained and what antecedents might cause variety on
these outcomes. Analysts will weigh the existing variety among different interventions to determine
their integral level of uncertainty (Loomis & Helfand, 2003). Therefore, it dependents on the outcome
of the earlier proposed criteria and the inherent variety that exist on them. Consequently, a political
decision-maker can develop a thoughtful preference.
All criteria used by analysts can be consolidated in a procedure. Loomis and Helfand (2003) argue for
an initial assessment of the effects before proceeding with the later criteria as various policy analysis
attempts have failed by not first acknowledging this first criterion profoundly. The subsequent
assessments are social/cultural acceptability, economic efficiency, and distributional equity as
external factors within societies and operational practicality and legality as internal factors of a
political environment. To finalize, uncertainties among all the criteria are assessed given their integral
variance from the expected outcome. Hence, Figure 11 recapitulates the process of a policy analysis.
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Social/cultural acceptability

Economic efficiency

Distributional equity
Effects of action

Operational practicality

Legality

(variance on criteria) Uncertainty

Procedure by analyst(s) over time
Figure 11; procedure of policy analyst(s), based on Loomis and Helfand (2003)
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4.4 Systematic literature review
4.4.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the STS literature on the activities identified as socio-political work. Via an
in-depth analysis of 21 articles a comprehensive understanding of what activities niche advocates
could organize to inform the socio-political arenas regarding a niche technology was established. By
consolidation of the literature review and the criteria from policy analysts, we defined socio-political
work by niche advocates as;
Strategic activities, organized from within the technological niche, that anticipate on the political
considerations and objectives as to inform political arenas on the niches fitness.
The systematic literature review is the first analysis and synthesis exercise of this research project,
and together with the empirical analysis, encapsulates the various design propositions. To improve
readability the final list of design principles is therefore put forward in advance (see Figure 13). This
figure recapitulates both the academic and empirical evidence identified via analysis and synthesis of
both environments into a CIMO-logic model (see Figure 12 for structure summary). The process that
led up to this summary was an iterative approach among both forms of evidence.
In Figure 13 it can be observed that the 7 criteria used by policy analysts were reduced to 5 outcome
dimensions that relate to socio-political work from a niche technology perspective. Hence, only these
dimensions were recognized over the course of the synthesize. The two other dimensions; legality,
and uncertainty, were not observed. Therefore, only the 5 remaining dimensions emphasize outcomes
regarding socio-political work. Table 8 relates to Figure 13 as it informs on the subject(s) of each of
the academic articles used. As each of the articles described various interaction, the observations were
interpreted on the blue lines between the intervention and mechanism of Figure 13. A detailed list of
the articles can be found in appendix B, table 19.
The CIMO-logic, integrated for the analytically synthesizing knowledge, is an interface to organize
managerial practices in a procedure captured by the following reasoning: given a contextual
condition (C) on which an intervention (I) is established, will set in motion a mechanism (M) that
leads up to an outcome (O) (Denyer et al, 2008). One example for illustrative purposes is: given the
need for water (C), one can open the water tap (I), to attain water from the water network (M), so
that the request for water is established (O).
Figure 12; CIMO-logic structure
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№

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

ARTICLE
R. Raven et al., 2016
J. Essletzbichler , 2012
I. Scrace & A. Smith,
2009
A. Smith et al., 2014

TECHNOLOGY TYPE
Carbon capture systems,
Wind energy, Solar energy
Renewable energy
Renewable energy

SUBJECT
Creating and maintaining protective
spaces
National transition comparison
Transitions and broad political programs

Solar

J. Sthephens & S. Jiusto,
2010
L. Hermwille, 2016
F. Kern & A. Smith, 2008
H. Rohracher & P. Späth,
2014
S. Silveira & F. Johnson,
2016
M Quitzau et al., 2012
G.Verbong & F. Geels,
2006
R. Kemp et al., 2007
A. Dzebo & B. Nykvist,
2017
E. figenbaum, 2017
K. Matsschoss & E.
Heiskanen, 2017
T. Magnussen & C.
Berggren, 2018
F. geels et al., 2020

Carbon capture systems,
Geothermal energy
Renewable energy
Energy systems
Energy systems

Development of a protective spaces in
time
Development pathways on social and
political dimension.
Policy response during disasters
System restructuring and power struggles
Interplay between policies and transition

Biomass

Social networking and transition success

Regional development
Renewable energy
Waste management
Renewable energy

Strategic work on spatial scale
Changes in rules and vision and social
networks
Policy changes in relation to MLP
Tension and lock-in of systems

Sustainable transport
Renewable energy

Adoption of policies and niche adoption
The role of intermediaries

Sustainable transport

Multi niche options and steering

Renewable energy

M. dijk et al., 2018
U. pesch et al.,2017
R. Bush et al., 2017
A. Huguenin & H.
jeannerat, 2017

Sustainable transport
Renewable energy
District heating
-

Transition modeling and support
mechanisms
Spatial experimenting
Entrepreneurs and strategies
Unlocking of existing regimes
The role of intermediaries

Table 8; Literature review articles and subjects
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Figure 13; CIMO-logic model (Synthesized from theoretical and practical evidence)
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4.4.2 Reduce (perceived) uncertainties of application effects
The application of sustainable technologies, as similar to other technologies, interferes with the
environment it becomes embedded in. This interference could lead to effects that can be beneficial,
insignificant, or harmful in the short and/or long term. As such this component is integrated into policy
analysis as effects on new technologies should be understood adequately by political decisionmakers
to make a thoughtful decision. In contrast, niches are dominated by various effect uncertainties as the
niche falls short on an abundant project portfolio and is innovative itself. Therefore, knowledge needs
to be attained so that the niche can deduce, mitigate, or control for the effects that (could) occur by
its application. As such, it becomes pertinent that niches develop their capabilities in this domain.
Hence, innovation will always encapsulate some uncertainties. To ratify technological demonstration,
advocates within the niche should, therefore, nurture knowledge development on the technology but
also create broad support for input, process, and output of knowledge to increase the conformity of
knowledge accumulated. Framed as socio-political work both these means are discussed
subsequently.
Create supportive structures for knowledge development and validation.
A niche exists of an actor-network that represents a (new) technology applicable for a new function
in society. As the actor-network is immature, dispersed in space, and possess diverse interests, the
actor-network should establish niche intermediaries. These new entities resemble (a sub-domain of)
the actor constellation of the niche and mediate between conflicting interests, create trust in the
network, and nurture and empower the advancement of the niche by collective interpretation and
sensemaking (Bush et al., 2017; Raven et al., 2016; Essletzbichler, 2012; Silveira & Johnson, 2016). A
lack of niche intermediaries can lead to missed learning opportunities as observed in the unlocking of
heat networks in the UK (Bush et al., 2017). Bush et al. also acknowledge that the roles of these
intermediaries transform over time to fulfill new purposes.
However, niche intermediaries have a common interest to develop the niche technology and initially
exists of a young actor constellation with limited legitimacy (Matschoss & Heiskanen, 2017). Niche
intermediaries will, therefore, be assisted by a wide variety of (more) established entities.
For instance system intermediaries which have the expertise and experience to share knowledge
among the niche and wider environment while having an overall legitimacy advantage. This
intermediation was observed during carbon experimentation in Finland (Matschoss & Heiskanen,
2017). As such, both niche intermediaries and system intermediaries interact with new domains
through the documentation and dissemination of knowledge. In both circumstances, the knowledge
is developed by a broadly supported actor-network and the knowledge becomes available for a wide
audience with which the niche interacts.
Besides intermediaries, broad support on effect know-how is perceived more reliable if a multitude of
actors conform. Therefore experts participate in the domains and/or actors with established powers
contribute to its legitimacy (Pesch et al., 2017). This broad approval decreases the (perceived)
uncertainty of experimentation. To illustrate, during niche development concept solutions are
proposed and operationalized which build on fundamental knowledge of diverse domains. As such,
the integration of expert knowledge is vital as it is often not adequately available within the niche
actor-network itself (Stephens & Jiusto, 2010). Niche actors, therefore, engage with expert
entrepreneurs in specialized subfields to attain this knowledge.
Likewise, building coalitions is acknowledged as supportive in past transitions. Hence, an initial niche
constitutes a loosely coupled network of project development with no, or a limited, track record. In
contrast, established entities have attained legitimacy over time (Dzebo & Nykvist, 2017; Figenbaum,
2017; Stephens & Jiusto, 2010; Raven et al. 2016). To illustrate, prominent figures like MIT scientists,
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Chevron and Google represented the geothermal energy of the U.S., which was influential for its
discourse (Stephens & Jiusto, 2010). Similar evidence is observed in the development of solar in the
Netherlands when Shell embraced the technology as a sustainable alternative for the future (Verbong
& Geels, 2006).
Nurture knowledge development to manage effect uncertainties.
The availability of knowledge on the effects will enable decisive decisions by niches to deduce,
mitigate, or control for risks and, therefore, reduce the uncertainties that surround the application of
niche technologies. Nonetheless, niches are experimental by nature. As such, part of the knowledge
will only become adequately available by practical demonstration projects that could cause
unintended effects. In accordance, Raven et al. (2016) argue that positioning the experiments
adequately provides an opportunity for knowledge build-up, which becomes pertinent for niches’
further enrolment if it is exposed to various effect uncertainties. In accordance, proper spatial
positioning assumes that the multi-dimensional selection environment of a technology is less
disturbed, and can consequently benefit from these properties to develop pragmatic knowledge on a
technology. As such, it enables faster progress in the development of technological readiness.
To illustrate, geothermal incidents in Germany and Switzerland concerning with induced seismicity
raised both public and governmental concerns. These could hinder permits for the niche technology
(mainly) near populated areas in the future (Stephens & Jiusto, 2010). They also argue these events
were potentially predictable and controllable. Given these conditions, the negative effects were
already experienced for its selection environment, including governments, while knowledge was still
under construction. Demonstration projects should, therefore, use less challenging spaces available
to learn about the technological effects, and in accordance, improve its technological readiness. In
contrast, engagement in multi-dimensional selection environments consumes time and resources
rather than improving the manageability of the technology itself (Essletzbichler, 2012).
Furthermore, niches should incorporate international knowledge slipovers (Matsschoss & Heiskanen,
2017). The geothermal niche in the U.S, the heat pump niche in Sweden, and the electric vehicle niche
in Norway were advanced, given these international knowledge flows on the niche technology and
reduces unnecessary internal requests for research budgets (Stephens & Jiusto, 2010; Dzebo &
Nykvist, 2017; Figenbaum, 2017).
Besides, shocks and stresses within the landscape can be used to nurture niches research program(s).
To illustrate, the bioenergy niche in Sweden observed that oil price shocks led to an expansion of
national research programs of biofuels, similar to waste management research in France (Pesch et al.,
2017; Silveira & Johnson, 2016).

4.4.3 Social/cultural acceptability
During the integration of sustainable technologies in society, it can encounter resistance from civilians
as social and cultural norms can be disturbed by its implementation. Given that sustainable
technologies are often locally implemented, rather than a commodity that can be imported from
elsewhere, the local environment becomes disrupted. Furthermore, the political structures are
authorized by their citizens and, therefore, a reflection on the societal acceptance of a technology is
pertinent. In accordance, the societal support for a technology is frequently expressed by clusters of
civilians (NGOs or civil society movements) that reflect on the technological antecedents. Societal
support is developed over time as the antecedents that make up a technology are underdeveloped in
young niches. Given this condition, a technological niche can anticipate on the social and cultural
antecedents by decreasing the disruptiveness of the technology or increasing the acceptability of civil
society. Both means are discussed subsequently.
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Decrease societal disruption.
A niche technological integration interacts with socio-cultural antecedents of the environment as
sustainable technologies are locally situated. Impact, therefore, varies on place and scale. Niches can
use this variety to anticipate on existing spillovers or to pass resistance on diverse hierarchies.
Dijk et al. (2018) criticized that such behavior on passing constraints in the larger socio-institutional
context is generally lacking during niche demonstrations in urban environments while being of
considerable value. To illustrate, the use of local spillovers in Denmark provided transformative
capacity for changing the building industry (Quitzau et al., 2012). Comparable are cities in Austria
which presented local spillovers by entrepreneurship in the municipality, which in accordance, opened
spatial windows of opportunity for the deployment of various new sustainable technologies
(Rohracher & Späth, 2014). In France, the development of a new type of waste management was
rejected in multiple municipalities but found approval in a municipality which already accommodated
an existing incinerator (Pesch et al., 2017).
This latter example also describes that resistance barriers can be overcome by the strategic positioning
of niches. For instance, resistance on national or provincial levels could be overcome on the
municipality level. In Finland, a first-time open-ended process of residential area development
enabled such change (Matschoss & Heiskanen, 2017). In accordance, endeavors of local niche
adoption can lead to prestige projects that demonstrate the co-existence and potential of multiple
niche technologies working as a collective. These findings somewhat align with the use of passive and
active spaces argued by Raven et al. (2016), which limits the disruption of beliefs and values in regions
at times when support for the technology is rather limited.
Increasing societal acceptance.
As societies will be disrupted by technological integration over time, strategies can be applied to
improve the acceptance of the technology by society. Narratives, for instance, can be used as a social
shaping tool by niche actors as this nurtures the interrelation between a niche’s content and its
contextual relevance in society. To illustrate, the solar niche within the UK was advanced by
complementing its narratives with climate change and ecological modernization which mobilized new
framing and interests during landscape pressure (Smith et al., 2014). These landscape pressures
facilitate a drift from the status quo. Similar observations are observed within the narratives of nations
after the Fukushima catastrophe and societal debates on biofuels in Sweden, triggered by dissolute
food price increases (Hermwille, 2016; Silveira & Johnson, 2016). Hence, the interaction with the wider
contextual change condition can be fetched in narratives to shape societal values according to a niches
value proposition.
Supplementary, narratives are a representation of the actor-network of the niche. A. Smith et al.
(2014) argue these need to be ‘’robust, accountable and persuasive’’ to be accepted. This can be
realized by confirmation among the diverse actors that the niche resembles (Smith et al., 2014). To
illustrate, in Austria this agreement among the network resulted in public appreciation for the
collective goal of an eco-city (Rohracher & Späth, 2014). Also, the Dutch E-bus niche was able to
decrease fragmentation by a common and broad goal (Dijk et al., 2018). In contrast, internal variance
in narratives will not create a clear interface to reflect on by a society. Complementary hereof are
collaborative management structures that could be used to obtain a longer time horizon and decrease
the dismantling speed of a network when niche pressure arises. Although, less evident in the academic
literature, Pesch et al. (2017) state that incumbent stakeholders need to be challenged and committed
to develop implementation strategies and execute these. Hence, collaborative management
structures facilitate this commitment.
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Furthermore, the integration of benefit-sharing instruments can increase the local acceptance of
technological niches. For example, sharing the profits of a wind turbine with the community it is
positioned in, provides civilians with a sense of ownership (Essletzbichler, 2012).
Finally, demonstration projects are an opportunity to experiment with niche technologies in the
societal context itself. This argument was not identified in longitudinal and cross-case studies.
Nonetheless, Huguenin and Jeannerat (2017) argue that value creation emerges in a process of
combining new products and activities that ‘’shape and are shaped by‘’ social experiences. As such,
demonstration projects are societal experiments by themselves that can nurture societal acceptance
for a technological niche. In accordance, the dissemination of these practices via intermediary
organization results in global learning processes that, if well-executed, can result in improved framing
of niche technologies and aggregate lessons concerning societal acceptance from one local project to
another (Smith et al., 2014; Matsschoss & Heiskanen, 2017).

4.4.4 Economic efficiency
The value proposition of technological niches cannot (yet) compete with rivalry technologies on
economic terms. Governments in western societies compensate for these conditions by temporary
support schemes with the objective that these will no longer be necessary when economies of scale
are attained. Hence, technological niches will need to anticipate and strategize on this long-term
objective to become a competitive and self-sustaining alternative for the marketplace. The technoeconomic performance of a technology also depends on contextual conditions and as such is also
dynamic in time (Smith et al., 2014). Hence, niche actors should anticipate on the economic efficiency
and derive direction and perspectives on the economic value proposition and its long-term economic
sustainability.
Perspectives on economic efficiency.
Niche technologies consist of varying uncertainties regarding the performance in the early phases of
development. Demonstration projects facilitate the learning processes on these uncertainties and
bring forward new performance measures. To illustrate, the decentralized solar niche within the UK
was not able to establish one demonstration project properly. Consequently compelling evidence was
lacking on its market competitiveness, the argument of an economically viable vision persisted to be
weak (Smith et al., 2014). It is also argued that multiple demonstration projects might be required to
create support (Dijk et al., 2018). Hence, demonstration facilitates the re-assessment of technological
antecedents for the further exploration and exploitation of the technology (Verbong & Geels, 2007).
Complementary, the viability of a niches inherent durability comes to being through new data and
facts that are continuously being attained. Risk assessments, technological assessments, and
monitoring facilitate an up-to-date representation of the niches current economic state and in
accordance reflects its future viability (Scrase & Smith, 2009).
Besides, forecasting of complements needs interpretation given the diverse set of economic value that
could be created if the niche can materialize. Niche technologies provide both direct and indirect value
that provide complements for local, regional, and national economies in the long term. Direct
complementary value represents the value a technology could fulfill in the wider international context
as advancement in technology could increase the national economic competitiveness.
Competitiveness incentives for advancing a niche technology were observed in the UK (Essletzbichler,
2012). As local patent development of marine technologies resulted in support for deployment into
viable products it could increase its international competitiveness. Having an established position as
a market leader in marine technology justified its support, as it had the first nature advantage of
unique internal resources (Essletzbichler, 2012). The Swedish biomass niche benefitted from similar
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complementarities that already existed on a national scale and spurred the economic viability of the
niche. Nevertheless, these same complementarities also resulted in the stagnation of the niche as
competition for raw materials peaked at some point (Silveira & Johnson, 2016). In contrast, the Dutch
wind energy niche, which was weakly established in the 90’s compared to other nations, was disrupted
by Danish technological advancement in wind turbine engineering. This resulted in investment loss for
the Netherlands (Verbong & Geels, 2007).
Besides, indirect complementary value contributes to the economic value proposition of a
technological niche. This value of a niche represents the economic activities that supplement the niche
industry while providing economic value. Employment in the Heat pump niche of Sweden exemplifies
the interrelation with the broader society as employment growth was observed in, but not limited to:
manufacturing, retail, supplies, and certifying bodies (Dzebo & Nykvist, 2017). Similar to the UK solar
niche by which the job creation narrative was, among others, a reason to legitimize niche
advancement by politicians (Smith et al., 2014).
Besides, the value of technological niches is entangled in, and dependent on, other niches sectors and
industries. Innovating and developing in co-existence with these sometimes necessary externalities
will be crucial for future expansion of a niche. As such, monitoring of these sub-systems and their
antecedents can be relevant to direct and achieve economic viability in the future (Scrase & Smith,
2009). Monitoring complements has led to a shift by national car manufacturing in Brazil given the
promising ethanol niche and the Swedish district heating niche that was fostered by the national
forestry industry (Dzebo & Nykvist, 2017; Silveira & Johnson, 2016). As these are different subsystems,
these are not driven by competition but instead are complementary in nature.
Given these described economically driven activities, the literature provides little emphasis on the
non-marketable value of niches. It was noticed that this type of complementary value is often
overlooked by niches as they are narrow technology push focused (Matschoss & Heiskanen, 2017).

4.4.5 Distributional equity
Niche technologies coexist besides other niches and become integrated into society by acquiring
market share. In contrast, regimes possess a given market share and complementary resources which
it often wants to maintain. As such, these interests between niches and regimes can be conflicting.
The integration of TM in Dutch organizational bodies amplifies the collaborative effort between niches
and regime actors towards the climate agreement goals (Kemp et al., 2007). Hence, via climate tables,
regime actors can participate and direct, to some extent, the long-term national transition and the
niche technologies herein. In contrast, the governmental role is to create a level playing field rather
than selecting niche technologies that must be advanced (Scrase & Smith, 2009). As such, it wants to
create a distributed environment on which actors (the market) can behave and respond. Therefore
niche actors will sometimes need to explore and exploit regime opportunities to obtain market share
for the technology, as to create a compelling value proposition for its embedding in existing regimes
and consequently attain support from politicians (Kern & Smith, 2008). Niches, as such, can
deliberately (re)position itself or thoughtfully interact with regime actors to increase regime
compliance for a niche technology.
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Increase regime compliance.
Intermediators fulfill a boundary spanning role by engaging in knowledge flows between niches and
regimes. In accordance, their interaction with regimes put forward the first outlines of interaction and
potential regime adoption (Matschoss & Heiskanen, 2017). In doing so, it nurtures change processes
within regimes by challenging existing practices and identification of potential synergies (Silverira &
Johnson, 2016). To illustrate, systemic intermediators in the local district heating in the UK were
closely tied to regimes and was, in accordance, able to provide a well-developed response given their
established resources in old economies (Bush et al., 2017). Bush et al. (2017) also argue that
intermediaries sometimes possess limited resources and capabilities to facilitate this role. As such,
besides system and niche intermediaries, other actors could also obtain this intermediating role (Dijk
et al., 2018). Nonetheless, intermediaries have a legitimacy advantage.
An alternative method that facilitates regime engagement is the hybridization of niche technologies.
As such the niche becomes physically linked (and therefore better aligned) with existing regime
practices (and its resources) which improves the engagement among one another (Rohracher & Späth,
2014). The hybrid car niche, which integrates both an electric and combustion engine, is an example
that received deliberate EU funding given the established car industries (Figenbaum, 2017). As such,
it supported the adoption of alternative technologies put forward by niches. Hybrids decrease the
transformative switch that is put forward by niches and in, accordance, decrease the threat of existing
regime practices. With regard to threats, it is also recognized that direct dismissal of a niche
technology by regime actors can be decreased via deliberate framing of narratives. This is observed in
the Dutch E-bus niche, the UK solar niche, and the framing of narratives after the Fukushima
catastrophe in multiple nations (Dijk et al.,2018; Hermwille, 2016; Smith et al., 2014).
Furthermore, the framing of narrative constitutes an opportunity to link issues of concerns from
multiple regime actors with solutions unrecognized by individuals as it is normally excluded from their
scope. As such, narratives can bridge unnoticed gaps helpful for regime synergies (Silveira & Johnson,
2016). Continuing, framing can provide support from transition arenas which are resembled by
industry actors in the Netherlands and, therefore, beneficial for the long-term interpretation and
orientation of the value of the niche technology by these arenas (Kern & Smith, 2008; Scrase & Smith,
2009).
The use of fit-and-conform strategies by niches will improve regime interest more easily in contrast to
stretch-and-transform strategies (Raven et al., 2016). Hence, via this former strategy ,the fundamental
principles followed by regime actors can be persevered rather than overhauled for a niches
technological integration. Bush. et al. (2017) acknowledged that system intermediaries, assisted by
regimes, explicitly anticipate on such fit-and-conform strategies given their positioning on the
boundaries of the network.
A niches relation and role on distributional equity will be dependent on the content of the niche and
the context it is nurtured and empowered in. To illustrate, the Norwegian BEV niche did oppose a
rather limited threat for regime actors as the regime was not strongly rooted in the national context
of the nation (Figenbaum, 2017).
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4.4.6 Operational practicality/administrative feasibility
Niches follow the practices that are imposed on their activities by governments to proceed with their
development and deployment. Dependent on the activities on a given location, the interaction with
governmental bodies is emphasized. The usability of the practices in accordance depends on the fit
that exists between the niche’s antecedents and its opposed support systems characteristics by
governments. As niches consist of a relatively new domain with unique characteristics, existing
regulations, and support systems may not fit the content of a niche well. In accordance, existing
practices will be redeveloped and new practices implemented to accommodate the niche technology
in the political domains. Niche advocates can, in accordance, organize their activities to facilitate
alignment with these procedures which is beneficial for the niche’s further development and
deployment in society.
Facilitating alignment.
Niche demonstration projects accommodate the interaction with governmental bodies and regulatory
requirements necessary for a technology to become implemented in society. Dijk et al. (2018)
acknowledge that demonstration projects themselves integrate a process of collective sensemaking
that puts forward structural behavioral change, also expressed on governance bodies. In accordance,
contextual constraints can be explicitly identified and probed in relation to the niche technology. To
illustrate, the local transition development approach of the UK between markets and local
governments received too little finance and administrative support from the national government.
Nonetheless, it was able to create a wealth of knowledge on governmental operational terms and
requirements (Essletzbichler, 2012).
On a spatial scale, local projects substitute variance in local government actors and their
complementary roles required to enable niche development and deployment. Niches, furthermore,
experience internal dilemmas of both long-term objective and short-term thinking in the niche. Hence,
Kern and Smith (2008) argue that long-term vision can ’’recede behind the horizon’’. This can be
problematic given that regulative change processes are time-consuming and can ultimately hinder
niche development in their upscaling. Both retrospective analysis and road mapping can facilitate the
long-term vision of niche struggles with operational practices. Interpretable as; given former
experience and current practices, what roles can the niche fulfill in x years, and what conflicts could
arise given these trajectories (Kern & Smith, 2007). As such, it signifies the regulative conditions of the
niche technology towards the political environment. The E-bus niche in the Netherlands argued for
such a strategic approach to upscale a niche technology (Dijk et al., 2018).
In accordance, the development and dissemination of these anticipatory strategies via intermediary
organizations guide the knowledge flows between niche actors and governmental bodies (Matschoss
& Heiskanen, 2017). As such, governmental bodies become empowered in anticipating on the niche
development trajectory and the hurdles acknowledged on its behalf.
Besides, niches can contest existing regulations. The Norwegian BEV niche approached this task by
requesting for temporary exemptions in regulations for the niche technology. Given the temporary
nature it gave the niche an opportunity to experiment while regulatory bodies were able to withdraw
from the arrangements at any given time (Figenbaum, 2017). Hence, the long process of anchoring
regulations in governance was, in its infantry, not required to proceed with the niche development
trajectory. It was able to prove the niches viability while not requiring approval from a variety of
governmental bodies. Another example can be found in the Netherlands as niches can also induce
change on policies by a so-called ‘’frontrunners desk’’ that enabled a niche advocate engagement in
regulative issues (Kern & Smith, 2008). As such, encouraging interaction among the niche and
regulative bodies. Nonetheless, the maneuvering space will depend on the national context and, as
such, argues for seeking the route of less resistance for deployment.
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5. Empirical findings
5.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the empirical evidence collection in the GE niche, which was analyzed and
synthesized with the theoretical evidence. It questions to what extent the empirical evidence aligns
with the academic literature of niche technologies and their organizational activities regarding sociopolitical work. First, the empirical findings are discussed concerning the logics model in chapter 5.2 5.6. Hence, each of the individual chapters emphasizes on one of the logics outcome dimensions and
discusses these with diverse empirical insides. Chapter 5.7 adds some complementary empirical
findings to the research projects. Finally, chapter 5.8 summarizes the prominent findings throughout
the GE niche.
In all the chapters empirical findings are added, as citations, that highlight the empirical evidence.
Each of the citations was translated from Dutch to English as both interviewer and interviewees where
native Dutch speakers. Table 9 informs this chapter’s citations structure as a reader’s manual. The
used data sources can be interpreted from tables; 6,7, and 8 on pages 22 and 23. The outcome of the
overall synthesis of GE niche practices, the literature review, and its complemented exploration of
socio-political work, is captured in the CIMO-logic model of Figure 13.
READER’S MANUAL CITATIONS:
‘’ ‘’
citation
->
postponed elaborating
LETTERNUMBER Unique reference to: Interviewee, Conference or Document
D = Document
C = Conference (direct observations)
L = Interview local level actor
G = Interview global level actor
LG = Interview governmental actor
Table 9; Citation manual of empirical evidence
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5.2 Reduce (perceived) effects uncertainties of GE
The application of GE technology interferes with multiple domains and processes on earth. Most
notorious is the interference of drilling in the underground which could result in; the occurrence of
seismicity as tension in the underground is released, the pollution of naturally existing aquifers in the
underground used for drink water purposes, the transportation of (small amounts of) nuclear waste
to the surface formerly secured in the underground, or the local temperature drops within the earth.
In accordance, the variety of effects could be deduced, mitigated, or controlled. Nonetheless, a
shortage of knowledge in the innovative domain of GE is provocative for actors involved. To overcome
the barriers of (perceived) uncertainties, the niche anticipated on both knowledge development and
attaining broad support for the input, process, and output of knowledge. Both subjects are discussed
subsequently.
First, knowledge needs to become encapsulated by various actors to make it trustworthy. If one
person stresses that GE is safely applicable given his/her background in astronomy one may
experience this knowledge unreliable. Therefore various activities are stressed to improve a niches
(perceived) trustworthiness. Which in accordance creates (perceived) reduction of uncertainties.
Niche intermediation. Actors within the GE niche were organized by a newly established entity before
the first demonstration projects were realized. This enabled the wide variety of actors with similar
interest in the technology to collaborate and communicate via one central entity to outsiders,
including governments. As such, knowledge could be consolidated via the domain entity, as these
represented a domain specifically focused on GE technology. Although the interest of this actor group
represented likeminded people concerning technological advancement, their roles and interests
varied significantly. In accordance, the initial entity branched out after one sub-group of actors started
to resemble a unique sub-set of interests. Nonetheless, the common interest to nurture GE
developments in the nation continued as a collective effort. As the entities represented the
(sub)domain of the new technology, these became representatives of the niche. As such, knowledge
development and knowledge consolidation became pertinent activities to interest and engage with
actors in the wider context. Documents vary from short knowledge updates on seismicity towards
approaches for scaling up the industry (D13, D1 respectively). Furthermore, the entities organized new
research studies by relevance and outsourced or executed these in accordance. Thus, knowledge of
GE was developed, encapsulated, and propagated via these entities. Henceforth, these entities
resembled the niche intermediaries of GE technology in the nation.
Niche Intermediary roles:
‘’ The creation of [niche intermediary entity] made it easier for us to argue for the interest from a
market perspective, as they are no longer just random and dispersed actors ’’ LG1
‘’ [niche intermediary entity] was split off. The [sub-group] have started for themselves as they have a
collective interest. In this way, they are also able to share the knowledge among each other and
eventually represent collective accountability towards for example governments ’’ G4
‘’ These [niche intermediary entities] undoubtfully contributed to the knowledge exchange ’’ G10

Niche intermediaries as director, developer, and consolidator of knowledge:
‘’ [niche intermediary], these are developing standardized procedures to operate safe and responsible
during the development and deployment of wells. ’’ G5
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‘’ [niche intermediary entity] will expand its original role in this domain and will become the point of
contact for general knowledge and information concerning GE in the Netherlands ’’ D1
‘’ [niche intermediary entity] could facilitate such research, however, we see that [project x] was
prioritized ’’ G6
Compliance from established entities. The GE niche intermediaries consist of actor constellation with
a specific focus on advancing GE technology in the national context. However, these actors just started
in the domain and are interest-driven Hence, they lack both a track record and a profound legitimacy
base. Furthermore, expertise in diverse specialized subdomains lacked. In accordance, the niche
engaged with established entities surrounding the GE domain. This enabled the integration,
development, and consolidation of independent knowledge from experts in the field. This made the
created knowledge (more) trustworthy as the actors will not jeopardize their expertise to advance the
GE niche. Knowledge development as such can occur in collaboration with these entities via expert
input in research work or as fully independent expert studies. It was acknowledged that independent
expert studies are not bound to niche accumulation of knowledge only, but also accommodate
knowledge development of wider system implications (system intermediation).
The GE niche did not incorporate adequate expert knowledge in the early demonstration of GE which
resulted in faulty decision making and unexpected effects in the early development of the technology.
While the niche expanded over time, stress was imposed upon the national mining activities. This
consequently also resulted in criticism on the GE mining activities (D5). Destress of these conditions
was necessary to continue development as earlier compassion with inferior use of materials was no
longer respected. Stress in the niche, as such, could have blocked GE activities as licenses for
operations could become rejected. Accommodation of existing expert knowledge within the niche
could have resulted in improved managerial decision making, and subsequently, less stress.
Nonetheless, the stress nurtured knowledge development and the integration of experts from, for
example, the oil and gas industry. The diffusion of knowledge via discourse was, furthermore,
rationalized by the conformity to align with the niche’s knowledge domain, creating broad support for
the narratives of GE.
Co-creation of knowledge with experts and established entities:
‘’ At that time the [system intermediaries] that were concerned with the projects, did not originate
from the industries that were knowledgeable of the underground, like the oil and gas industry. So that
was missing. As such, the well designs weren’t engineered with the correct materials. ’’ G3
‘’ [Innovation program]. A commission was equipped with the task of selecting research needs which
also accommodated independent experts and business actors. These knowledge coordinators take care
of the process and control. ’’ D3
‘’ [ new actors participate]. It results in heavy debates. A CEO of [oil and gas corporation] gives different
input then a horticulture entrepreneur. So, I expect we can benefit a lot from large professional
corporations that join with their different expertise.’’ G4
‘’ [corporations] are parties where governments feel comfortable with. ’’ G16

Stress and expert knowledge:
‘’ In the niche this was reasoned as an infantry problem. However, I would describe this as a lack of
knowledge. As the knowledge was available in other industries. ’’ L3
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‘’ The actors were not aware that with less well consultancy and incorrect planning you encounter huge
costs later in the process. They did not, and could not, have that vision themselves. So especially in that
early period, the right skills were missing’’ -> ‘’ A horticulture entrepreneur directs on money and that
has been underexposed through time. [Supervisory body] has, therefore, intervened via de Staat van
de sector (D5). ’’ G9
‘’ Towards the industry [Supervisory body] advises to use knowledge and experience from the oil and
gas industry and to develop safety standards themselves. ’’ D5

Knowledge rendering. The GE niche resembled a wide and fluctuating actor-network over time with
diverse expertise and knowledge accumulated. Hence, it attained knowledge on the specific
technology and its implications in the wider context. Niche actors, in accordance, interest the wider
community as their participation in the niche technology creates a support base that could nurture
technological advancement. Nonetheless, developed knowledge can be detailed and complex to
assess for non-experts of the domain. As such, misinterpretation and devaluation of knowledge could
occur. To overcome these barriers, knowledge was rendered and in accordance dissemination via
documents by intermediary organizations. Hence, intermediaries fulfill a translating role in the GE
niche for both the wider community and non-experts in the niche itself. These render research work
into comprehensive and coherent language that could be understood by actors with diverse
background. This translation of expert language reduces misconceptions and accounts for reliability
as (system and niche) intermediaries fulfill a representative role for the accumulation of knowledge.
To illustrate, at one instance the uncertainties of seismicity near GE plants were ‘’translated’’ by an
intermediary that interprets expert knowledge for non-experts (D13). As such, providing evidence on
the current knowledge available, useful for interpretation by, among others, governmental bodies.
Nonetheless, knowledge develops over time and reports, therefore, can become outdated. Seismic
activities near a Belgium GE plant are, for example, taking place and its cause is still not understood.
The consolidation of new knowledge creation is therefore crucial. Hence, intermediary organizations
sustain this knowledge development.
The necessity of translation:
‘’ We have written the report for policymakers as technical reports are difficult to comprehend by such
parties. Hence, it is vital that risks can be interpreted. ’’ G6
‘’ These policymakers speak a different language. We have tendered once but we didn’t receive it. We
evidently spoke a too technical language. G9
‘’ Different definitions are given for deep geothermal energy and ultra-deep geothermal energy - by
experts and stakeholders.’’ -> ‘’ The concept of ultra-deep geothermal energy is changing. ‘’ D7

Rendering of knowledge:
‘’ These videos give clarity to the customer on how such models of situations work. Our advice is to use
these as a translation mechanism to streamline communication. ’’ C2
‘’ We are developing the document. We are solidifying the data. After all, everyone lives on these
documents ’’ –> ‘’ If you deliver a report then this is not the final result. It can result in discussions. We
make sure that we can defend the range we have proposed. [independent research institute] is our
peer reviewer. ’’ G9
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‘’ The niche will contribute to a national communication plan in collaboration with others on how target
group-specific versions of the geothermal proposition can be propagated nationwide. ‘’ D1

Second, GE brought forwards new domain interactions and new technologies that enabled the
development and operations of GE. Therefore knowledge development is pertinent in the innovative
niche. Comprehending the complexity of interactions and their effects come forward by academic and
pragmatic knowledge development in the various domains with which the technology interacts. The
GE niche nurtured the development of know-how in diverse disciplines such that uncertainties could
be managed in accordance.
Diverse knowledge needs:
‘’ In [location x, y, and z] professors are positioned. It can be said that you need a variety of disciplines
for an industry and you need to assure that these are in proportion with each other ‘’ –> ‘’ Good
research integrates practical input. Hence, you need to research the questions that arise within the
industry. ’’ G4
‘’ Universities do not keep themselves busy with practical business cases and the viability of projects.
These are more focused on global studies and geological elements in the industry. ‘’ G12

Pragmatic knowledge development. GE technology anticipates on sub-surfaces underground of
which knowledge is scarce. Obtaining the knowledge means drilling to the desired depth.
Experimentation and demonstration projects on locations are, therefore, essential to proceed the
technological advancement. To develop the technology, at first, a passive space was used to test the
feasibility of geothermal energy by a Dutch research institute. Afterward, the GE technology was first
applied in a mining location and thereafter in the horticulture industry. Although these locations offer
some geographical shielding, their positioning essentially offered the most viable business case for
demonstration. In contrast, a GE demonstration project in the city center has been unsuccessfully
deployed. Not because shielding was unsuccessful, instead, the variety of actors in combination with
stress of the 2008 crisis resulted in a bankrupted project.
Hence, the use of pre-existing spaces was beneficial for the learning curve of the technological
readiness of GE. Using these spaces is justified as a better fit for enhancing the technology itself as it
receives less interference with the social and cultural antecedents that slow down the learning
procedure.
Need for experimentation and demonstration:
‘’ We started these projects and alongside the first projects we identified issues. What do you do if you
are experiencing problems, you solve them! Very pragmatic. It started with an entrepreneurial drive.
During this pioneering period a whole lot went wrong ’’ -> ‘’ But we learned a substantial amount
concerning operations in our sub-surface. ‘’ G4
‘’ Research in practice is crucial. A good example are the activities in [location x]. Here, the financial
support was organized to experiment with drilling deeper into unknown soil. The idea was to take a
look at these new depths ’’ -> ‘’ In the end we only know what happens if we reach these depths. ’’ G13
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Shocks and stress. During niche expansion stress on the landscape level was observed as increased
seismic activities were taking place regionally by adjacent gas mining activities. This resulted in
criticism on the gas, oil, and geothermal industries. The niche mainly received criticism on its practices
and industry culture (D5). This shock resulted in the acceleration of research activities to improve
their practices. The development of standardized procedures, for example. In contrast with theory,
the circumstances were caused by stress on the niche itself rather than the downturn of other niches
that feed-in opportunistic actions for research uptake in the GE niche. Nonetheless, both relate to
landscape stress.
Nurture scientific knowledge development:
‘’ The industry is inexperienced, limited in size, and shares knowledge inadequate. ’’ D5
‘’ [niche Intermediary] received heavy criticism. This has led to an uptake in progressing current
research projects. Hence, and a great deal was asked from the [niche Intermediary] to ensure that the
foundation became well established. ’’ G4
‘’ The nitrogen problem makes it even more difficult now. A supplement of a nitrogen analysis should
be complemented for each request. ’’ G5

International networks. Additionally, the niche was criticized by not absorbing the knowledge abroad
regarding some of the domains on which GE interacts. Research already obtained from abroad can
accelerate the internal knowledge build-up and enhance the managerial decision-making in the nation
and accordingly reduce the niches internal resource needs for research. Therefore, it is suitable to
participate in international knowledge development and consolidation arenas that anticipate on
knowledge accumulation over time. Nonetheless, GE technology is a local solution that depends on
local circumstances. Consequently, ‘’translation’’ of international knowledge is essential and besides
highlights the need for (unique) local knowledge development.
Exploit available knowledge:
‘’ recommendations ’’ -> ‘’ Learn from the experiences with geothermal energy abroad ‘’ -> ‘’
[Supervisory body] advices to absorb international experiences in domains where this is not yet done
adequately, and integrate these in the Dutch GE. ’’ D5
‘’ the risks are generally limited and are not applicable everywhere ’’ -> ‘’ [Organization] has
established a [across borders] collaboration, where we indeed also share this knowledge and select
these types of things. ‘’ LG1
‘’ International knowledge and technologies are not always adequate in our country as the local
conditions vary substantially. ‘’ G12
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5.3 Anticipating on social and cultural acceptance
The application of GE technology in society can interfere with practices that are embedded in social
and cultural values. Values of the Dutch heat market are for instance; the ownership of a boiler that
distributes the heat throughout a residence or the continuous availability of gas delivered to all
residents of a municipality. Hence, disruption of these values by the application of GE could result in
resistance or aversion of the technology by (groups within) civil society. Given that governments serve
civil societies, GE application support can/ needs to become rationalized. These are consequently
interrelated. In accordance, the GE niche anticipates on social and cultural values by decreasing the
disruptiveness of their activities and increasing societal acceptance. Both lead to less social and
cultural destabilization when the technology is deployed. Both socio-political themes are discussed
subsequently.
First, the postponing of destabilization existing societal and cultural values is considered relevant as it
enables a niches further exploration of technological options and learning from its conditioners rather
than focusing on embedding the technology in society. Prestige projects or the identification of new
unexpected initiators can materialize over time. As such two options were acknowledged that,
although quite similar in interpretation, substitute a different outlook on the niche domain and its
postponing behavior.
Spatial advantage. GE is a local solution and commodity which interferes with local communities and
consequently local social and cultural values. As values differ on spatiality, niche advocates used these
spatial differences in their advantage to accommodate (local) demonstration projects. Multiple
mechanisms were identified. Firstly, socio-technical change spillovers can be cultivated as the
dynamics within these environments offer synergy with the value proposition of GE. Secondly,
resistance towards GE application can prevent or delay the development of demonstration projects.
Hence, actors in the GE niche overcome these resistance barriers by exploiting spatial variety in their
advantage. Seeking less disruptive locations for development first and, as such, postponing conflicts.
Exploit socio-technical change spillovers:
‘’ Sometimes residential participants stand up and sometimes they just want a collective solution
because they are confident about the technology ‘’ G10
‘’ What you see is that [industry actor] had an organization with a personal customer base. It could
explicitly question what its efficiency was and where improvement could be made given this efficiency.
That is a perfect starting position. in contrast with [location], as their customer circle was completely
different. ‘’ -> ‘’ This was way more demanding. ‘’ G9
‘’ We see this happening with the development of geothermal energy. Suddenly, also other parties
start to initiate energy projects rather than the common and public energy providers. ’’ D2

Pass resistance levels:
‘’ How do I bring this towards civilians? how do I get approval? which alternatives are there? etcetera.
After which you need to obtain consensus to make their neighborhood sustainable. In [location], this
was relatively easy as the building’s owners could finance a project like this. ’’ G9
Concerning complementary technology; ‘’ These are 100% owned by Drinkwater companies and have
always directed the regulations. As such these have protected themselves from other parties. However,
[industry actor] is located in an area in which these interests are not into play as [industry actors] are
not positioned in a drinking water environment. ’’ G16
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Second, the application of each GE project interacts with the local environment it is positioned in. The
niche will consequently locally disrupt social and cultural dynamics. Actors in the GE niche can, in
accordance, anticipate on increasing the social compliance of civilians and other organizational bodies.
As for GE, safety and perception of safety were acknowledged as important antecedents for
compliance, as incidents could decrease the overall compliance and thus value of GE in society over
time (D5).
Stress perspectives in narratives. Given that the present gas heating technology is experienced as
effective and efficient by civil society in the nation, GE advocates use landscape stress to shape public
opinion in correspondence with the GE value proposition. Formulated as urgent for the energy
transition towards more sustainable energy sources and the limited set of solutions available, the
compliance with GE is expected to increase. Nonetheless, evidence of increased social acceptance is
at present lacking, given the early stage of the niche.
Narratives and stress:
‘’ It is not the case that we have cold feet a few times per year at this moment. Hence, the current
system is functioning properly, but we need to stop with gas. It is really a challenge to push civilians in
this direction. ‘’ LG7
‘’ The video was meant to emphasize the role of togetherness in society, it is a joint task. ‘’ (relating to
the energy transition) LG5
‘’ We close the gas fields in 2022. Then we will become net importer instead of net exporter. ‘’ -> ‘’ This
is really triggering the transition and compelling the use of renewable heat and thus geothermal
energy. ‘’ C4
Robust narratives. The GE niche engaged in a collective effort for narrative development. Via review
rounds, workshops, and other initiatives agreement was cultivated among the niche actors. The
collective voice assured that knowledge was agreed upon by a versatile group of agents which made
the collective voice more robust, accountable, and persuasive. It was argued that collective credibility
was otherwise at risk which made judgment difficult for outsiders. Furthermore, the GE actors
engaged in collaborative management structures. Hence, these collaborations resemble a long-term
interaction among each other with a collective goal to develop GE. Hence, actors will want to
comprehend the inherent uncertainties of a technology before engaging in such partnering. As
collective approval of the goal and a long-term orientation dismisses short-term disagreement among
actors and encourages a collective voice to outsiders. Even so, the relational strength will depend on
the agreement itself.
Robust, accountable, and persuasive narratives:
‘’ We use review rounds that assure the entire GE industry has seen the report. They all have their say
in the end. ‘’ -> ‘’ It is important that we bring out one sound and that not all kinds of different messages
are carried out. ‘’ G6
‘’ the consortia, as the development of project teams, has also been very important. The interest should
be correct, they should be able to do it and they should know the risk. At that moment they are willing
to accept a part of the risk. If certain elements are not correct, and they do not understand it in detail,
then they are also not willing to invest and bear some of the financial risks. ’’ G5
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Benefit-sharing instruments. The prime application of the GE technology was a present located in the
geographical remote locations of horticulture regions. These horticulture firms shared the risks and
benefits of the GE technology via a collaborative investment and did use benefit-sharing instruments
for the creation of social acceptance. Hence, these remote locations did not disturb societies to the
extent that resistance was provoked. Besides the project executed in a city center, was also not linked
to discredited practices. Nonetheless, GE is expected to make its appearance more often in cities
within the near future. The GE niche is preparing for these shifting circumstances to increase societal
acceptance through participation models. In other nations. these conditions provided supportive
conditions for the integration of GE in urban areas (D1).
Sharing in the benefits:
‘’ First, we created a support base via participation, then we requested permits at the municipality. The
municipality listens to the civilians and what’s on their mind. Since many civilians support the project,
the municipality was inclined to participate. ‘’ L2
‘’ [Header] Organizing on neighborhood-level ’’ -> ‘’ [Bullet point] Further development and
implementation of a participation model for local support for projects, in collaboration with among
others (decentralized) governments and heat companies ‘’ D1
‘’ imposing civilians does clearly not work. This creates resistance. Co-ownership sounds as a solution
to this problem, which creates a support base ‘’ G11
Societal problem-solving in practice. The social acceptability of GE technology is ambiguous, as the
technology itself is not directly comparable with other technologies introduced in society. Given that
its circumstances are unique, practical experimentation offered valuable learning opportunities in the
social domain and is expected to do so in the future. Hence, local variety in demonstration projects
enables the aggregation of societal problem solving and change processes in practice that could have
otherwise remained unnoticed. This also reflects what TM stands for and wants to nurture via climate
tables. Furthermore, the dissemination of local practices is a relevant substitute for niche
development in the domain of societal acceptance. Hence, it enables a dissolute and adequate
response when experimentation goes wrong. The GE niche anticipates on this via intermediary
organizations that develop dissolute response strategies and work on overall niche communication
methods.
Problem-solving in practice:
‘’ Demonstration projects, starting with a few across the Netherlands are needed to develop a
pragmatic project structure with developers, operators, regulators, and users, where each party can
play its typical role. Hence, social innovation to define new ways of working together and to mobilize
citizens to switch to geothermal energy is essential ‘’ D10
‘’ Monitoring local and national support will provide insight into the effects of hard work to improve
support and provides an the opportunity to spend time on developing support itself. ‘’ D1
‘’ Little resistance is experienced as the technology is complex. Civilians do not understand it well
enough to evaluate it. We, therefore, inform the citizens via videos on the subject. The civilians see
what we do, what we know, and where we also still have our questions.’’ -> ‘’ the videos are meant to
be ahead of problems. ‘’ LG5
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Dissemination of social practices:
‘’ We also try to provide information via YouTube videos ourselves to provide more insight into various
aspects of a project. We have also put this on our website. Providing an option is often an important
one. Why are we here, why not in a different location, there are all kind of reasons for this, ’’ G5
‘’ [Bullet point] Elaborate existing crisis communication and coordinate it further with (new) parties.
Here, attention will also have to be paid to who will play which role in communication in the event of
an incident. Develop operator training on dealing with media/press and citizens' questions on risks and
safety. ’’ D1

5.4 Anticipating on economic efficiency
The economic value proposition of the GE technology is not competitive with rivalry energy sources
within the Netherlands. Therefore, the GE niche received support from governments via a variety of
support schemes. Nonetheless, the ground belief of the capitalistic system of the nation is that these
support measures are temporary and that GE, like other niche technologies, will become a competitive
alternative when obtaining economies of scale. Wind turbines, for instance, no longer receive support
as it became competitive by reaching this objective in the Netherlands. In accordance, actors in the
GE niche anticipated on the competitive market offering it puts forward to ratify the present economic
value proposition and the support schemes it receives over time.
Demonstration projects. The economic value propositions of GE was emphasized by a wide variety of
uncertainties. For instance; the underground potential, costs of regulations, infrastructural
requirements, and demand for the technology. Demonstration projects played a pivotal role as these
facilitated the value renewal of GE over time. These go beyond efficiency gains. For instance; the
demonstration of a new drilling method was relatively better equipped for societal integration of the
technology, as the infrastructure requirements were less demanding. In contrast, stricter regulations
over the years provided significant cost increases for applying the technology. The pragmatic approach
of multiple demonstration projects was pivotal to comprehend this value knowledge renewal.
Demonstration projects for economic value renewal:
‘’ Shallow GE is a promising new method that decreases the reliance on local rock structures. You do
need a heat exchanger. Nonetheless, if the technology succeeds, it is easier to integrate it in society. ‘’
L3
‘’ The last few years a price increase has taken place 5 times. Similar price increases can occur again.
Not that this is misplaced, but it may not be sustainable in the long term. ’’ C3
‘’ along the way, after participating in some practical project, you notice that things can be done
differently. ‘’ G11
‘’ If we look at wind turbines, we know what to expect. In contrast within the underground, we are
searching for a needle in a haystack. Everywhere is heat, but the local materials of the soil should also
be permeable. Creating output Is therefore difficult. ’’ G5
Anticipatory strategies. Knowledge that affects the economic value proposition of GE was obtained
over time. A variety of uncertainties were at work for the enrolment of GE in the nation, the decrease
of uncertainties made the technology more compelling for implementation by market actors. Updates
on essential knowledge of value in the GE niche is integrated via continuous mechanisms for
knowledge renewal. To complement this finding, these activities are also linked to landscape
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developments. The RES that were constructed integrated these updates as vital knowledge for their
regional strategies which were under development at the time. Furthermore, anticipating on
standardization procedures were acknowledged as these were relevant for maturing the niche, but
appealed as a threat on economic terms. Hence, a collaborative effort on developing pragmatic
standardization procedures assured limited economic losses.
Anticipating strategies:
‘’ We are constantly updating the information. [independent research institute] looks at the data and
interprets it for [Intermediary]. ’’ – It is made public as fast as possible with the hope that the
developments of GE increases. ’’ G3
‘’ It has been helpful in the way we worked until now, however, scaling up means planning. One of the
studies this year interprets how many wells you can drill in each of the surfaces. Given this information,
we can anticipate on the amounts of GE plants feasible in a given region. ’’ G5
‘’ You want to have the regulations in such a way that you can properly deal with them. One example
is the use of a double casing all the way to the reservoir. This is not necessary. The issue only occurs
near groundwater. Hence, this second casing does not have to go that deep. In accordance, we
overcome the risk of unnecessary requirements and costs. ’’ G7
Forecast complements. GE is a local solution and, therefore, bound to local consumption as
transportation of the product is a costly activity. Nonetheless, the development of GE technology in
the nation offers opportunities for a more competitive international economy. Patents and the sales
of products are examples of economic value that substitute the GE technology. Hence, the
complementary value is related to the human capital and resources of adjacent industries that provide
a breathing ground for national competitiveness. In contrast, actors in the GE niche did not directly
denote these types of complements as value-adding. Hence, identifying and relating to these
complements has so far mainly been overlooked by market actors. Nonetheless, it relates well to the
TM framework used by the national government in supporting technological niches in the
Netherlands. National governments seek an international competitive edge in sustainable
technologies that makes the upfront investment by support schemes more compelling and logical. To
amplify this argument, a document developed in close collaboration with the socio-political arena’s
describes these complementary values in detail (D1). Forecasting of these complements could position
the niche as (a more) compelling technological alternative. The recent integration of a geothermal
innovation center to obtain European research projects is such a substitute that nurtures the
competitiveness of the national economy by pulling European research projects into national territory.
Complementary forecasting:
‘’ The Netherlands has a good starting point for these different forms of innovation, partly due to
existing suppliers and existing innovation from other underground users, such as the oil and gas
industry. ‘’ D1
[Header] Management summary; ‘’ This enormous upscaling creates employment. In the geothermal
market we expect a growth of [x amount of FTE]. These are both direct and indirect jobs of which
one/thirds are direct jobs and the rest are suppliers, consultancies, etc. ‘’ D1
‘’ In [location] there is an innovation center for Geothermal energy. ‘’ -> ‘’ They have the goal of
becoming the initiation laboratory from Europe on Geothermal energy. ‘’ -> ‘’ it is also our interest to
obtain more innovation programs from Europe in this facility. ‘’ LG6
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System boundary monitoring. Besides the GE technology itself, the niche actors monitored heat
network developments and heat storage technologies as these are required, or beneficial, for the
economic viability of the GE technology and consequently its widespread adoption. Hence, niche
advocates practiced these system boundaries to comprehend the interrelatedness of the niche with
other niches, sectors, and industries. As GE technology produces a significant amount of heat, the
associated infrastructure also requires large scale demand for heat to attain economic viability. It was
argued that if GE would not anticipate on these substitutes, the long-term perspective for integrating
GE in society was estimated to be limited. In contrast innovations as, for instance, shallow GE can
become integrated more easily in society and decrease some of the barriers perceived by normal GE.
By participating in these boundary monitoring activities, the GE niche was able to influence
antecedents of both their own and complementary technologies, as to improve its future conditions.
Monitoring adjacent niches, sectors, and industries:
‘’ The application is, in accordance, limited by infrastructure challenges that are separate from the
technology itself. ‘’ G1
‘’ To optimally develop the subsurface and aboveground development of geothermal energy, a more
detailed analysis of heat demand portfolios and the possibility of developing heat networks is required.
‘’ D5
‘’ A problem that we currently recognize is the problem of demand-driven research proposals. At the
moment we are very busy with the geothermal energy itself, but not with the problems that take place
around our playing field ‘’ C3

5.5 Anticipating on distributional equity
The GE technology receives support during the development and is subsequently given an opportunity
for growth in the marketplace besides other existing and new technologies. Nonetheless, the
marketplace of heat is a competitive environment with limited demand. In accordance, the increase
of GE market share comes at a cost of market share for other actors. Actors that do not receive
support. As such, suppression of existing markets can cultivate resistance from regime actors. The
government will, therefore, anticipate on the disruptiveness of their support for GE. Socio-political
work anticipates on these dynamics by engaging with regime actors rather than bypassing their
position within existing regimes. As such, doing so follows a fit-and conform strategy. It was
acknowledged that insides on this domain were less evident in the empirical evidence.
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Develop new actor arrangement. The GE niche consisted of a young actor-network that was limited
in size. In contrast regime actors own resources, poses an existing market and infrastructure. In
accordance, the GE niche can benefit from these vital elements by collaborating with regimes.
Nonetheless, regime actors have a consistent market capacity and existing technologies. In GE
intermediary organizations established the first interactions with regime actors and derived
opportunities for change. In doing so, these intermediaries challenge the existing practices of regimes.
In accordance, intermediaries provide a pivotal role in the removal of existing boundaries and the
anticipation of solution-oriented thinking and engagement with, and also from, a regime perspective.
Engage with new actors over time:
‘’ [niche intermediary] represents both the demand and the supply side and anyone with an interest in
geothermal energy can register and participate, among other things, in working groups. ‘’ D1
‘’ We combine questions from both the market and the public, as we have this expertise ’’ -> ‘’ There
are areas where you may be able to use the ground(water) sole for drinking water or maybe in
combination with other purposes like GE. In that context, they will say what their interests are and
what may be the interfaces with geothermal energy and other technologies. ‘’ G6

Fit-and-conform strategies. The GE niche follows the guiding principles of the existing energy regime.
The security of energy supply is an example of the fit-and-conform strategy that was endorsed by the
niche actor-network. This strategy enables the integration of the GE technology in existing heat
networks located in the nation as these conform with the national regulations. As such it complements
rather than suppress current regime practices and, therefore, decreases the hostile activities of the
new technology. Nonetheless, the fit-and-conform strategy comes at a cost for niches economic
efficiency and implementation options. Providing heat on a predetermined temperature does not fit
GE well. In accordance actors in the GE niche also anticipate on stretch-and-transform activities. The
decrease of temperatures in the heat network is such an example that will be better fit for both GE
and other renewable energy sources that relate to infrastructural requirements. Hence, the niche
developed via fit-and-conform strategies but anticipates on stretch-and-transform activities for future
application via narratives. Nonetheless, it did so in a collaborative effort as both parties attain new
value by doing so.
Fit-and-conform strategies vs. Stretch-and-transform activities:
‘’ The large energy companies started to get interested in technology such as [Energy companies]
which argue that the water could pass through their networks. ‘’ -> ‘’ then they start participating. ‘’
G9
‘’ In [location] we are in this situation that we will have to sell the heat to [energy company]. It is
organized in this way. ‘’ G3
‘’ We want to go down, all sustainable energy suppliers want a lower temperature. A tradeoff will be
made. ‘’ G10
‘’ It is expected that the heat companies get more work, but cost should be brought down and safety
of supply should be guaranteed. ‘’ G2
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Hybridization. Hybrid solutions enable regime actors to participate in the learning processes of the
niche technologies while applying some of the existing resources (and consequently capabilities).
Hybrids in GE use combination of existing and new technologies. GE was in a phase in which hybrid
systems were investigated. For example; the use of old gas wells for GE by the oil and gas industry, or
a shallow GE drilling method used by the salt industry which combined with a heat pump decreased
the entry risk of the niche. Both were acknowledged as cost-effective measures and opportunities to
participate and engage in the GE niche. These hybrid developments also took place as actors
experience they could add some type of unique value to the original niche.
Hybridization:
‘’ [oil corporation] starts participating and is planning to use old gas wells for the development of
geothermal energy. Both the network and wells are already in place. ’’ C2
‘’ Its a disappointment that the shallow GE is not operational in [location], otherwise, we could have
applied it in a new heat network for small neighborhoods. ‘’ LG3
‘’ The temperature of GE is low while the heat network is 90 to 110 degrees. That requires a large heat
pump. ‘’ G10

Deliberate framing. Given that GE is a local solution that requires both demand and infrastructure
niche actors interest regimes for their technology. Nonetheless, existing regime actors can retain their
current business activities and in accordance reject the GE value proposition. Therefore, deliberate
framing was used to interest regime actors for the GE technology by signifying the collective interest.
As the collective objective was attained the solution space of regimes broadened that nurtures the
potential role and integration of GE technology by the regime. Hence, this activity is driven to interest
regimes and, in accordance, decreases the resistance of the regime.
Deliberate framing in narratives:
‘’ The decreasing production and consumption of natural gas and the increasing need for sustainable
heat sources require sustainable alternatives for natural gas. Geothermal energy offers a promising
and sustainable alternative to heat buildings and greenhouses and to be used in the industry. This
requires solid agreements between residents of buildings, involved municipalities, energy companies,
and producers of geothermal energy. ‘’ D1
‘’ Everyone has their personal interest and responsibilities. However, I always argue that we all have a
shared responsibility to make the energy transition a success. ‘’ G4
‘’ We acknowledge that we need to oversee a long-term process. In contrast, market actors that
possess infrastructure are not long term orientated. However, this does not have to bite. We can help
each other out. There is still a large demand available that they can use to expand their practices ‘’ LG3
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5.6 Anticipating on operational practicality
For the realization of GE technology, the niche interacts with a variety of governmental bodies within
the Netherlands. Examples are the permits for drilling activities, the licenses to operate a GE well, or
the admission for governmental grants. These are often binding on legal terms and are made
operational practical for both governments and the niche. As the niche has new antecedents,
previously not identified in establishing regulations, making it operational proceeds along the niche
development trajectory. For instance, the GE technology interferes with mining industry practices.
Consequently, many of the legal terms were therefore aligned with the national oil and gas industry
regulations. However, the implementation and operation of GE technology has diverse attributes that
differ from the oil and gas industry. These circumstances hamper the development process of GE.
Given these circumstances, niche advocates need to inform governments on the operability of existing
practices, how these conditions downgrade the technological performance, and what practices could
work for GE in specific. In accordance, the niche is decoupled from historically embedded regulations
of other industries and can become a domain on itself.
Demonstration. GE, being a new industry has related its early practices with the water, oil, and gas
industry. As demonstration projects were developed, the practices were observed as insufficient as
these were not tailored to the niche’s practices and their requirements. By establishing demonstration
projects, niche actors were able to comprehend how the processes could be improved. Recently
established conditions were recognized as first arrangements for GE specific regulations that
improved the applicability of the technology.
Demonstrating a technology:
‘’ As a government you introduce a regulations and at some point you are overtaken by time. Laws and
regulations always lag behind practice. Therefore, we must demonstrate that it works before we start
adjusting regulations. ‘’ G3
‘’ Insights from best practices and innovation can be optimally utilized if these developments in industry
standards run parallel with developments of the industry and society. ‘’ D1
‘’ We encountered that with a winning and exploration license one can already position the well.
However, in the application it is not yet clear where they will be drilling. [Governments] would rather
like to know this upfront so you can base your evaluation on that. This will be adjusted in the new
mining law. ‘’ LG6
Retrospective analysis and road mapping. The experiences of demonstration projects are captivated
via retrospective analysis. In accordance, the bottlenecks and institutional lock-in were recognized.
Furthermore, road mapping was used to anticipate on future constraints given GE’s technological
development path. Assuring that improvements were proposed to governments. By extension, it was
acknowledged that forecasting GE technology enable and empower upfront change processes. As
these change processes were time intensive procedures governments are informed on the directions
on which GE is expected to develop. In accordance, the governments can reduce bottlenecks upfront
making consistent growth of the niche possible. These activities are legitimized by the roles that actors
possess.
Obtaining perspectives for future development:
‘’ It is in essence self-regulation. From the one side you have the legal boundaries that we have to meet.
Nonetheless, as an industry you should purposefully organize these. The existing boundaries and
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frameworks from the mining industry did not fit the conditions of the geothermal technology well. ‘’ > ‘’ a whole improvement is taking place.’’ G4
‘’ Efficient use of heat in the subsurface is important to be able to use this heat source over a long timeperiod. The government will have to take control of the spatial planning of the subsurface. ‘’ D11
‘’ We are a small party and therefore less credible. Via the large companies we communicate with the
[Niche intermediary] and the government ‘’ G8
Exemptions. engaging in GE activities was first resembled as an aqua thermal activity and therefore
regulations of that industry were imposed. Afterwards, mining regulations were imposed that
imposed stricter regulations on the niche activities. Nonetheless, the GE niche was able to use
exemptions in regulations during the niche development as to overcome the strict barriers applied on
the overall industry. The exemptions assured that activities were within the boundaries of the law,
but fell into less stricter regulations, enabling a form of autonomy for the niche. Using this space for
maneuvering was beneficial for postponing regulations while progressing the GE technology. Similar
exemptions were used for the development of other niche technologies that could complement GE in
near the future. Hence, the exception of regulation schemes enabled pragmatic knowledge
development that can be used for progress in niche specific regulations. Hence, regulations can reduce
the degrees of freedom of the niche which not promote the variation and selection of options.
Postponing this process as such provides an opportunity to learn. As such, exemptions limiting the
disruptiveness of innovative technologies of and in GE while advancing demonstration projects and
pragmatic knowledge development herein.
Operational exemptions:
‘’ To prevent a GE project to come to a standstill for a long period after drilling, a temporary policy
framework is applied until the new regulation comes into force. ‘’ D16
‘’ At the moment it is not permittable. You are only allowed to do it through a pilot project which could
be an example to change the regulations. ‘’ G6 (Concerning complement of niche)
‘’ The current regulation now aims for a double casing. However, such regulations may lead to
problems within the application of hybrid casings later on. If you start steering too much, you give less
space to innovations. ‘’ G5
‘’ At present, our industry is concerned with demand-controlled research propositions. Many such
initiatives are not permissible under current legislation and regulations, at that time parties
immediately start thinking differently to ensure they do not get into trouble with such regulations. ‘’
C3
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5.7 Additional observation
Niche actor constellation. The niche actor constellation consists of diverse actors as there are various
activities involved to develop and deploy GE in society. Besides, as application of the technology is
scaling up, the network composition is also expanding and transforming. As such, the actor
constellation is, although dependent on each other, confronted with various new actors over time.
This can be both a barrier or an opportunity for directing the niche by niche advocates. For example
new capabilities come available, or old established capabilities recede. Nonetheless, niche advocates
can anticipate on these conditions by repetitive interactions among the actor-network to use the
capabilities of various niche advocates sufficient over time.
‘’ I moved so I could participate in GE. Nonetheless [1-3 years later] my former employee also
participates ’’ G6
‘’ Looking at [Large corporations] [1-3 years ago] they were just looking for a little, while now they are
participating ‘’ G5
‘’ During [intermediary meet-up] there are always people with new insights which always contribute ‘’
G14
‘’ The market is also from a supply-side developing in abundance ’’ D9
Interaction society and effect uncertainty. The interviewees mention that ‘’communications links are
difficult’’ [G10] as one local initiative can lead to ‘’hundreds of people that at some moment in time
need to understand how the technology works’’ [G9]. Hence, it is acknowledged that various niche
actors develop knowledge and make it interpretable for a wide variety of actors. The translation of
technical reports towards documents interpretable for outsiders enables politicians, analysts, but also
other stakeholders to comprehend expert knowledge [G5,G6,D4,D9]. Nonetheless, doing so is not
always an easy task. To illustrate, the notion of ‘’Deep geothermal energy’’ is still debated by various
actors [D7] and can lead to misconceptions by non-experts [G16]. Hence, how can knowledge be
shared among the wider environment if subject framing is still under construction within the niche..
In proximity herewith, is the societal acceptance of the technology. Hence the reduction of
uncertainties to develop an innovative technology like GE is essential, otherwise politics will not
support a technology (see Figure 11). Nonetheless social validation will at some point starting to occur
in the niche. Then different perspectives of the technology are shared and can create a buzz in society.
Here debates and misconceptions can become problematic as knowledge is still context-dependent.
To illustrate, niche actors acknowledge that media is a threat, rather than an opportunity for the niche
as diverse biased opinions can be carried out towards civil society [G6,G8]. To accommodate these
conditions the niche network establishes mechanisms to communicate with the public media as to
prevent a buzz by anticipating on how the elaboration of knowledge is established [D1]. Also media
training and designated roles are facilitated to deal with crisis situations [G6,D1].
In contrast, governments and other niche stakeholders, want to inform citizens in a transparent and
open matter [LG5, D1, D15,]. In accordance, one can assume that the communication of knowledge
finds itself in a paradox regarding the societal acceptance of a technology. As knowledge is still
context-dependent rather than (already made) explicit, the communication towards non-experts can
be interpreted incorrectly and could create (a negative) societal buzz on the technological
antecedents. Which brings GE technology in discredit.
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5.8 Summary of empirical evidence
Considered all the evidence collected from the GE niche in the Netherlands we have done various
observations. All observations previously discussed put forward the interactions that were
synthesized with the theoretical evidence towards one comprehensive logic model. In this chapter,
we provide a summary with the niche status and most relevant findings concerning socio-political
work. These observations cover multiple dimensions or are distinct from the theoretical evidence.
First, the niche has only recently expanded rapidly. As the niche originated from an entrepreneurial
drive of the horticulture industry the development was in the early stage mainly focused on
technological performance rather than a technology participating in a transition domain. The past few
years resembled a shift as the technology became observed as technological option for the heat
transition (by the niche actor-network). As such, the niche actor-network also expanded and
interrelations with society are gaining a more prominent role. To illustrate, innovation programs are
approaching the technology more holistically then was previously the case given its inherent
connection with the horticulture industry. In accordance, various of the socio-political activities seem
to have been deployed recently. Hence, it can be assumed socio-political work is phase-dependent.
Second, various de-stabilizations were observed on landscape level which in accordance influenced
the niche development trajectory. These types of stressors were integrated into narratives to interest
outsiders, motivate research, or cultivate new working procedures. Besides narratives accommodate
the future antecedents of a niche technology and its substitutes which contribute to the creation of
expectations and vision towards socio-political arenas. In accordance, these can facilitate the niche by
re-assessment of for example regulations. As such narratives are pivotal for the GE niche.
Third, some overlap between dimensions seems to exists. Capturing evidence in boxes always runs
the risk of oversimplification. To illustrate; standardization procedures are working on the cost of the
niche technology and its economic feasibility which was clearly expressed. Hence, a balance between
safety and essential measured is sought over as standards could crush the industry (or require even
more political support). Consequently, it also influences effect uncertainties of the technology as these
reduce some of the risks involved for applying GE. Some standards also facilitate between
governments and the niche and need to be made operationally for the specific technology (for
example the net worth of each unit of energy produced from GE which receives support). Hence, this
seems to be a balancing act between niches and governmental bodies. Nonetheless, theoretical
evidence from the STS is lacking on these dimensions.
Fourth, the interrelation between a niche and regime is somewhat vaguely identified which makes
their interrelations difficult to comprehend in real-life. We observe both a push from the niche and a
pull from the regime which makes a reflection on executing socio-political work regarding
distributional equity limited of value. In accordance, recommendation on improving this dimension
needs further exploration as the interaction is weakly understood by practitioners. Also theory seem
to be less obvious on these conditions.
Finally, regarding the defined actor groups. Local actors are of limited value given their short term
engagement with the technology although some anticipate on future global interaction. Global actors
substitute both actors that inspire technological advancement and those that facilitate technological
advancement. Although the difference might be less obvious for individual actors, their integral role
as to empower a niche varies. For example, system intermediaries fulfill a different interest and role
then niche intermediaries do. Nonetheless, both contribute on a global level. Governmental bodies
contribute on local and global level dependent on spatial expectations for GE. In accordance, their
behavior and resource provision also depends hereon.
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6. Design proposition and design solutions
6.1 Introduction
This chapter evaluates the design propositions established throughout the previous two chapters,
develops 2 design solutions, and finally test the designs in two domains. Chapter 6.2 summarizes the
design principles through the SNM framework as it reflects well with the socio-political work that niche
advocates can perform. Chapter 6.3 proposes two design solutions that embed various design
propositions. The first design constitutes a conceptual framework relevant for both practitioners and
theorists as it accommodates socio-political work in a strategic operational framework that
emphasizes the diverse mechanisms at work. The second design constitutes a tool that reflects on the
interventions (and related context) of socio-political work and is developed for at least re-evaluation
purposes in the GE niche. Finally, chapter 6.4 tests the design outcomes with theorists and
practitioners and discusses these via separate evaluations.

6.2 Summary of design principles
This research embedded various frameworks. Nonetheless, the SNM framework emphasizes on the
internal organizational structure and its activities concerning the wider context of transitions and
therefore is able to capture socio-political work of a niche (Geels & Raven, 2006). With this framework,
a final summary of the developed design principles is consolidated. The SNM framework argues for
three themes that foster a niche technological development and deployment into mainstream
markets. These are learning and articulation processes, social networking, and articulations of
expectations and vision (Geels & Raven, 2006). The subsequent section elaborates each of these
themes separately by comprehending the socio-political work herein.

6.2.1 Learning and articulation processes
The global network of the niche uses local projects to accommodate and develop an understanding of
technical design, user preferences, regulations, infrastructure requirements, and cultural meaning
(Geels & Raven, 2006). These learning processes are taking place within the niche domain and their
activities rendered on global level facilitate niche learning capabilities.
Concerning socio-political work, knowledge build-up within the niche can reduce the inherent
uncertainties of a niches application by managing these in accordance. Therefore advocates should
anticipate on activities that nurture the creation of knowledge. To name some; International
knowledge flows and pragmatic knowledge accumulation enable risk evaluation. Hence, research and
practice merge through demonstration projects that accumulate knowledge regarding the effects of
activities. Consequently, practitioners can anticipate on this knowledge by managing risk
appropriately.
The consolidation and direction of the knowledge development is facilitated by niche intermediaries
as these resemble (part of) the overall niche actor constellation. Spatial variety complements the
knowledge development process as places vary in their acceptance level of disruption regarding social
and cultural antecedents. As such, these spaces can be used to facilitate and thus speed up the
technology readiness. Nonetheless, it is a temporary measure to learn fast regarding technological
antecedents.
Experimentation for social and commercial readiness of the technology, in contrast, is likewise vital to
comprehend its implementation in society. Learning herein is relevant as a niche possesses unique
antecedents. Therefore prior experiences from other niches do not contain the various antecedents
to succeed in social and commercial success of a niche technology. Hence, social acceptance can, to a
certain extent, be observed as a black box in itself that opens-up during the interaction between
technology and society. During this interaction, the value proposition materialized and can be
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experienced. As such, comprehending and aggregation societal problem solving occurs within the
learning domain of the niche itself through time and becomes an integral part of the learning
processes of niche advocates. These need to be treated with care over a niche’s development
trajectory as mistakes can reduce social acceptance. Hence this learning process in essence validates
the technological fitness towards civilians which is an integral part of the Dutch variation and selection
policy approach.
Niche antecedents can, furthermore, be perceived as consistent or inconsistent by outsiders.
Articulation as such can become unreliable if consensus among the actor constellation is not attained.
Hence, it provides a breathing ground for misconceptions and disbelief for outsiders. Therefore, the
robustness of knowledge development prevails as these provide accountability among actors and
possess persuasive power.
Economic efficiency mainly comprised activities related to vision and expectation. Nonetheless, niche
actors can control the economic value by input in for example standards-setting. As such, it enables
the development of fit for purpose standards, rather than an excess or overkill that could dissolve the
niches overall value proposition over time. In contrast to other activities, this process is a collaborative
effort between a niche and governmental bodies as we observe co-directing of search heuristics and
collaborative sense-making of the technological attributes.
Operational and administrative challenges can be passed or reduced, if the context allows to, as it
decreases pressure on governmental bodies. Doing so provides an opportunity to learn about the
technological conditions before engaging with the diverse socio-political arenas that need to yield a
deliberate opinion on the topic. This activity only postpones the interactions for sake of pragmatic
learning. Nonetheless, this learning on technological antecedents offers an opportunity to create
sufficient operations between niches and governments. Demonstrations in this regard yield
transformative power on operations only when proven successful (and worth the change effort).

6.2.2 Social networks
The local experimentation, piloting, and demonstration of projects provide opportunities for social
actor-networks to form and enables feedback on the technological trajectory and its condition (Geels
& Raven, 2006). Social networking concerned with socio-political work contains the expansion of the
niche actor-network and thus prevails on the boundaries of the niche.
Niche intermediaries and systemic intermediaries fulfill critical roles in networking. Niche
intermediaries, as accessible and expert entities of technologies, possess technology-specific
knowledge and share this among various actor constellations (in and) around the niche. Nonetheless,
the niche intermediaries have an interest in advancing the technology which could result in legitimacy
issues. The assistance of system intermediaries, scientific entrepreneurs, and prominent figures, given
their proven track record, complement the global knowledge development and empower related
network activities. As such broad support for the niche’s developed knowledge is put forward.
Documentation and dissemination are critical as it enables, with rather limited resources, the
consolidation and sharing of knowledge towards the wider environments as conditions change.
Also, civil society actors can become entrenched in niches as they align with the niche value
proposition and nurture the embedding of niche technologies in their environment. Niche actors can
as such act on these opportunities by cooperative action with civil society to improve on these
conditions.
Complementary, social networking relates to expanding niche technologies in a collaborative effort
with regimes as this improves the overall distributional equity. These activities are dependent on the
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strategy a niche emphasizes on. If the niche follows a fit-and-conform strategy or a stretch-andtransform strategy, or a combination of both? It is acknowledged that during the initial stages of
development fit-and-conform strategies often prevail. In contrast, stretch-and-transform activities are
often postponed to later stages of development when niches have more established powers (Smith &
Raven, 2012). As such activities on fit-and-conform networking in this domain set out to interact with
regime actors and nurture the compliance and co-creation of niche technologies into mainstream
regime practices.

6.2.3 Articulation of expectations and vision
Niches will interest diverse actor groups by the creation of expectations and vision that facilitates the
direction for learning activities of the technological trajectory and in doing so influence outsiders
(Geels & Raven, 2006). Concerning socio-political work, these influential articulation activities relate
to effect uncertainties, economic efficiency, and operational practicality/administrative feasible as to
inform socio-political arenas.
The dissemination of knowledge captures the concerns and manageability of effect uncertainties. As
new knowledge is acquired and used to deduce, mitigate, or control the effects, these should be
articulated to reframe the various uncertainties of the technology over time. In contrast, not doing so
can lead to incorrect interpretations of a niche technology by its wider environment and in accordance
confiscates its support.
The creation of expectations regarding the niche’s future economic performance is pertinent if it is to
become a mainstream and competitive industry without continuous support. The articulation
activities regarding economic value embody the feasibility of reaching an economic value proposition
in the future. These conditions are not only dependent on individual technology, but also on various
contextual conditions. To illustrate, complementary technologies or infrastructure are associated with
the niches capacity to reach economies of scale. Therefore their inherent link needs to be articulated
in advance towards politics. As such, empowering the political domains to actively engage in
transforming a multitude of other conditions as well. Also, complements should be captured in this
regard as socio-political arenas concern themselves with overall national economic conditions, which
also involves employment and patent sales for example.
Finally, operational practices should be emphasized by niches as these are concerned with the
interrelations between niches and governmental bodies an how their interactions prevail. Exposing
present and future topics, as such, becomes a valuable method by which governments are informed
on their present and potential future practices, and how these in accordance affect the niche. As such,
it puts forward opportunities for change in governmental operations via the articulation of
expectations. Various intermediaries fulfill these roles given their legitimacy advantage.
These types of influential activities can be framed as linking niche narratives to socio-political agendas
(Raven et al., 2016). As such, this research is inconclusive in how niche actors deal with narratives that
do not/no longer link up with socio-political agendas. Consequently, it can be argued that some of
these influential activities can be framed as lobbying, given their constructive outlook on the niches
future performance (Matschoss & Heiskanen, 2017). Although this terminology is criticized among
societies and lacks academic consensus, the use of lobbying groups is recognized and valued by for
example the European Union and its member states to get informed (Lehmann et al., 2003).
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6.3 Development of designs
6.3.1 Introduction
The designs in this research need to reflect the quest for an improved understanding of socio-political
work situated from a technological niche perspective. Diverse reasons for this necessity were
acknowledged. First, the academic understanding of what socio-political work is and where it lives was
underexposed. Second, throughout the theoretical analysis, it became evident that socio-political
work accommodates long-term perspectives taking and advancements rather than the short-term
objectives of local actor constellations and their one-off projects. As such various practices are easily
overlooked by niche advocates if they are not long-term orientated. Hence, this long-term orientation
matches well with political arenas and their objective to integrate niche technologies in society.
Finally, practitioners within the GE niche did not comprehend socio-political work or strategies to
improve its fitness towards political arenas. Rather it was observed as a given concern for niches that
develop on protective spaces. Hence, while being dependent on politics for the further development
and deployment of the technology, it fell short on comprehending its reasoning and anticipating on
these conditions. Given these three necessities, we turn to design solutions in the following chapter.

6.3.2 Preparation for designs
During the initial design preparation, we emphasized that contextual dependency substitutes
transition domains and niches herein. In accordance, we set out to develop a design that comprises a
conceptual framework suitable to various niches, and a tool that functions at least in the conditions
of the Dutch GE niche given its contextual dependency. Hence, the conceptual design focused on were
mechanisms are triggered of socio-political work. The tool focused on potential intervention niche
advocates can execute to improve the niches overall socio-political reality/ fitness. The considerations
of both designs were formulated in individual lists of design requirements as proposed by van Aken et
al. (2012). These lists of requirements are presented in Table 10 and Table 11 respectively.
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS - CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
1
Accessible for all existing and new actors in the niche
2
Interpretable within a 2-page document
USER REQUIREMENTS
1
The design should make intuitive sense of the relevant components of socio-political work
2
The design should make intuitive sense of where the effort of activities is taking place
3
The design should be interpretable by varies niche actors with different backgrounds
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
1
The design should comply with diverse policy arenas
DESIGN RESTRICTIONS
1
Design is finalized on 14 July (before Alpha testing)
2
Must be feasible to Alpha test the design via digital communications systems
Table 10; Design requirements - Conceptual framework

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS - TOOL
FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS
1
Workable document for experts and non-experts
2
Process walkthrough in a 60-minute meeting
USER REQUIREMENTS
1
The design should enable interaction among the diverse actors in the network
2
The design should emphasize on the current and future state of the niche
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
1
The design should at least reflect the GE niche of the Netherlands, given the collected empirical
evidence in this domain
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DESIGN RESTRICTIONS
1
Design is finalized on 14 July (before Alpha testing)
2
Must be feasible to Alpha test the design via digital communications systems
Table 11; Design requirements - Tool

6.3.3 Proposed conceptual framework
In this design, we build upon a framework introduced by Covey (1992). This design amplifies the notion
of diverse spaces on which an individual can focus its effort. As the political environment is a distant
uncertainty which niche advocates observe as a block box, they instead should focus their effort on
elements they have control and influence over. Hence, the circle of control and circle of influence have
become the basis of this design and acknowledge the proactive behavior of niche advocates (Covey,
1992). The 5 dimensions used to define socio-political work are replicated on these circles as
fragments. As such, each fragment resembles one dimension (see Figure 14). The relative size of each
part could accommodate the relative proportion of each dimension given a governmental body (Kozak
et al., 2015). To illustrate, national governments might put forward more relevance on some
dimensions in contrast to regional governments. In our design, the relative size is not substituted as
the design should be applicable on diverse governmental bodies.
The model is complemented with the positioning of niche advocates given their central positioning in
this research and their role of controlling and influencing its surrounding. Hence, the niche advocates
resemble an integral part of the niche technology given their objective on increasing the rate of
technological adoption. Inline herewith are the mechanisms that the niche advocate can anticipate
their activities on. Hence, on the niche structure itself (direct), on the wider environment which
surrounds the niche (semi-direct), and the political environment it can assert influence on (in-direct).
See Figure 14 for their location in consecutive order from 1 to 3. To complement this argument, niches
expend their network over time. As such, the actor constellation favoring the niche expands in time
as well. Hence, the direct and semi-direct environment depends on the state of the niche actornetwork. Over time the wider environment could become an integral part of the niche if it approves
the value proposition and progresses it forwards, similar to other niche advocates.
The stated conceptual framework of Figure 14 can be used for emphasizing on socio-political work
from a niche advocacy perspective. In accordance, it pursuits the mindful positioning and directing of
niche technologies in transition domains regarding socio-political work. Improving a niches fitness as
such means developing activities that work on the mechanisms in this conceptual framework. The
conceptual framework of Figure 14 can be complemented with both empirical and theoretical
evidence developed during our research project in chapters 4 and 5 of this research. Hence, this has
been operationalized subsequently in Figure 15. As such, it becomes apparent where the sociopolitical mechanisms are triggered or should be triggered during the execution of socio-political work.
Each sub-set of activities has visualized a group of mechanisms and referred to by size and line
thickness. In this regard, patterns become evident that support practitioners and academia with a
conceptual understanding of what practicing socio-political work means and how one can become
mindful of it. The mechanisms identified in Figure 15 should be complemented with a short
explanation (1 pager) and its subsequent activities related to the SNM framework as to inform the
reader in more detail what each sub-set proposes. An initial illustration of this is captured in Table 12.
Nonetheless, because of time constraints a full overview is not developed. Testing in accordance will
be done by an individual elaboration of the conceptual model.
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Figure 14; Conceptual framework socio-political work independent

Figure 15; Conceptual framework socio-political work (based on propositions)
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№
1
2
3
4
5
6
6.1
7
8
9

MECHANISM EXPLAINED
Develop and obtain knowledge on uncertainties of physical, biological,
scientific and technical effects of niche application
Enhancement of the niche actor constellation to improve overall knowledge
legitimacy
Portray the technological conditions of the niche and the effects of
application throughout the development
Decrease disruptiveness of niche activities in regarding the social and cultural
environment
Increase the level of societal and cultural acceptance for niche technology

ACTIVITY
Learning
Networking
Expectations
Learning

Networking +
Learning
Portray the economic viability of the niche technology
Expectations
Directing the economic viability of the niche technology (collaborative effort Learning
among niche and governmental bodies)
Increase compliance and/or collaboration from existing regimes
Networking
Portray past, present and future conditions concerning operability
Expectations
+ Learning
Decrease disruptiveness on operational practices of governmental bodies
Learning

Table 12; Mechanisms of socio-political work (related to figure 15)

6.3.4 Proposed tool
In this design, we reconfigure the intervention measures that niche advocates can integrate for the
execution of socio-political work. In doing so the design tool complements the conceptual framework
by employing an intervention format for niche advocates. Hence, the format of the tool is interpreted
from the conceptual framework and prompts questions regarding the niches condition.
This tool is proposed as niche advocates have diverse capabilities, personal experiences, perceptions,
and differ on spatiality, while having a cooperative goal of advancing a niche technology. As such, it
overcomes this diversity by giving voice to various actors in the niche and points to subjects open for
discussion and action within a niche in the form of a questionnaire. It does so by a Think-Pair-Share
strategy. This cooperative learning strategy enables a multi-mode discussion cycle that divides the
learning procedure into three separate stages. First, thinking time by individual actors. Second, pairing
that integrates consensus building among diverse actors. Third, sharing developed knowledge with
the rest of the actor constellation (Sharma & Priyamvada, 2018).
As both the actor constellation (See chapter 5.7) and the niche activities fluctuate over time, it is
recommended to use the tool on a yearly recursive basis. Using the tool means reflecting on the
internal conditions via a multiple-choice questionnaire which nurtures discussion among its
participants and in accordance with strategizing on them.
The tool was furthermore built on the interventions obtained from the CIMO-logic model (see Figure
13) and was translated into a questionnaire titled: Analysis of socio-political work (see Table 13). The
subjects of the tool are organized in relation to the dimensions of the conceptual framework (see
Figure 16). Questions related to distributional equity are positioned on the end as it is dependent on
the niches internal strategy. Relating to the quest of fit-and-conform and stretch-an-transform
strategies.
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D
Figure 16; Relation conceptual framework and tool

Analysis of socio-political work
Manual: This document represents a repetitive test that should be proceeded on a yearly basis with niche advocates.
Follow the three step procedure to obtain knowledge from diverse perspectives of the niche network.
1 Think Each niche advocate fills in the checklist (Multiple choice; No, Yes, In progress, No longer)
2 Pair
Discuss the checklist with other niche advocates and develop consensuss on the themes
3 Share Develop an action plan for new activities in relation to socio-political work to share among the niche actors
Check Questions
A. Reduce (perceived) uncertainties of niche application effects
> Unique entities for the integration of learning
1. Are niche intermediaries established that represent (part of) the niches actor constellation?
1.1 Do the niche intermediaries internally (still) serve a common goal and similar interests?
1.2 Do the niche intermediaries facilitate and direct the learning procedures?
> Knowledge development
2. Are structures in place that absorb international knowledge build-up of niche technology?
3. Is the niche using positioning advantage for the progressive development of pragmatic know-how?
4. Are stressors in the nation used in narratives for a compelling argument for research on the niche technology?
> Creation of broad support for knowledge developed
5. Are diverse experts in subfields integrated in the knowledge development procedure of the niche?
6. Are prominent figures, organisations and research institutes contributing to the niche via discourse?
> Sharing of knowledge
7. Is knowledge sufficiently rendered in documents comprehensive for non-experts within and outside the niche?
8. Are the rendered documents widely available for actors outside the niche?
B. Societal and cultural acceptance
> Actor constellation of the niche
9. Is internal agreement cultivated between niche actors to reach robust, accountable and persuasive narratives?
10. Are collaborative management structures used to commit outsiders to the niches values and norms?
> Strategic positioning of pilots, demonstrations and experiments
11. Is spatial variety used to overcome barriers of entry?
12. Is spatial variety used for the proficient development of technological innovations?
13. Is spatial variety used to learn about commercial and social innovation?
C. Economic efficiency
> Economic viability
14. Are experiments taking place from which we can re-evaluate the economic potential?
15. Are niche actors involved in the development of standards in the niche?
16. Is the economic value proposition coordinated and propagated over time?
17. Are complements exposed that facilitate the economic viability of the technology?
18. Is monitoring on complements integrated to facilitate the long-term economic viability?
D. Operational practicality / Administrative feasibility
> Anticipate on operations
19. Is variety in experimentation leading to new opportunities in operations?
20. Are future operations and conditions articulated to incorporate long-term wider system complications?
21. Are exemptions within the regulations used for experimentation in the niche?
E. Distributional equity (Following Fit and conform strategies)
> Create regime participation
22. Are intermediary organisations challenging existing actor constellations?
23. Are opportunities of hybridisation seized?
24. Is deliberate framing used to specifically interest varies regime actors?
25. Is the overall niche narrative fit for absorption in regimes?

Table 13; Tool - Socio-political analysis
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6.4 Testing of designs
6.4.1 Introduction
An Alpha test was conducted with both practitioners and theorists between the 15th of July and the
11th of August 2020 to discuss the developed designs. An Alpha test consists of an assessment of the
design quality (Freiler, 2011). Findings of bugs and misconceptions are pertinent in this test phase. It
is also a preparation for a Beta test with customers that will use the design. Further iterations of testing
would improve the eventual result. Nonetheless, given the time constraints placed upon our research,
we only integrated Alpha testing and a reflection on these tests. In accordance, this master thesis
project integrated one cycle of the design cycle and puts forward improvements on the design results
for future experimentation. Hence, this Alpha test was conducted after the final designs were
constructed. As such, the state of the design did not develop throughout the testing phase.
The testing procedure was divided into two sections. Chapter 7.4.2 explicitly focused on an academic
test and reflected the designs themselves and the process of obtaining the design, and chapter 7.4.3
explicitly focused on a practitioner’s test of the designs.

6.4.2 Academic testing
Experts were selected and contacted in collaboration with the first supervisor. Consultations were
scheduled in accordance and took place before the practical testing. During the test, the research
process and designs were discussed using a presentation. Emphasis was put forward on both process
and results as academia can interpret the procedure and validate its fit with the final designs. As the
practical environment was unfamiliar for the experts no particular focus was put forward on the
practical conditions of the GE niche. Table 14 lists the experts and their expertise on the diverse
subjects in the academic domain which participated in the Alpha test. The testing results were
captured in themes that are discussed subsequently.
№
1
2
3
4

EXPERTISE
Transition domain
Overall research procedure + Transition domain
Overall research procedure
Societal acceptance of new technologies

Table 14; List of academic experts

Dimensions. The 5 dimensions were observed as rigorous from an academic perspective. Nonetheless,
it was also argued that experts in public administration would be better fit for evaluating the
dimensions and their role in these types of policy development procedures. The 6th dimension, legality,
previously framed as redundant as evidence lacked, was requested for in the conceptual framework
(as at least) one STS article acknowledges its role. This article suggests crossing the boundaries on
legality could activate discussion and, therefore, potentially lead to a change in regulations (Huijben
et al., 2016). The evidence on this 6th dimension remained unnoticed in our evidence.
Multi-dimensionality. The conceptual model proposes a separation of the dimensions as isolated
factors. Nonetheless, it was argued that the reality is somewhat more complex (argued one expert).
Although the conceptual model is well equipped to reflect the elementary activities of socio-political
work, it does run the risk of the oversimplification of the transition domain. Hence, as various
dimensions are interdependent, their associated interventions will also comprise interdependent
characteristics. Still, it can be argued that modeling the real world will results in some reduction of
noise for the sake of clarity.
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Capabilities of niche advocates. The present position of niche advocates in the conceptual framework
fails to acknowledge that actors in niches possess diverse capabilities. As such, rather than positioning
the niche advocate center stage, the conceptual framework could be enhanced by considering the
diverse capabilities that niche advocates possess, so these can be used as unique resources in the
niche. We suggest changing niche advocate to niche advocacy as this, firstly, captures the capabilities
of the diverse actor constellation in more detail and, secondly, improves the fit with the developed
propositions as these sometimes assert intervention by one particular actor type.
Credit scores. It was argued that a niche process is not a well-established and concrete process of
procedures. Rather, the niche process can be observed as the piling up of credits over time. Hence,
each of the dimensions could be observed as a credit category that needs to be precisely monitored
and anticipated. This viewpoint complements the present conceptual framework. However, the
argument also debates if a yearly repetitive tool could function properly in an environment that is
under continuous scrutiny. Nonetheless, the tool’s objective is to question and debate if overall niche
strategies are incorporated adequately.

6.4.3 Theoretical testing
Experts were selected and contacted by the researcher itself. These actors provided intermediary roles
in the GE niche and therefore suited the context for niche activities well. In advance of the test,
documents concerning the designs were sent to the mailbox of each participant. As such these were
able to read in and scan the documents in advance. During the test, the designs were discussed using
a presentation. The main focus was the fit between the design and the geothermal niche practices.
Table 15 lists the GE practitioners that were part of this Alpha test. The testing results are captured in
themes that are discussed subsequently.
№ EXPERTISE
1
GE niche intermediary actor
2
GE niche intermediary actor
Table 15; List of practical experts

Legality and operations. The practitioners acknowledged that legality is interrelated with operational
practices /administrative feasibility. Given that certain conditions are defined from a legal perspective,
activities in a niche are operationalized. Nonetheless, uncomfortable situations can occur/arise with
existing legal terms that do not suit the new niches conditions well. Therefore change could occur over
time on legality to cover the niche technology operations better. In contrast to the theoretical testing,
practitioners do not observe activities to put forward stress on political systems to raise discussion.
Rather they just appear and are consequently resolved.
Time perspective. The practitioners encounter that internal conditions have developed over time. In
the early years, anticipation on these socio-political activities was not a priority as the cohesion of the
niche network was not yet established. Rather the focus on deploying the GE technology successful
had significance. In contrast, as coherence among the actor-network is getting more established it was
acknowledged that activities of the designs are becoming relevant factors to improve the niches
conditions. The recent rejection of the Biomass value proposition by the Dutch government is used to
illustrate the relevance of socio-political work. As such, the conceptual framework can direct the
diverse activities that can be performed now that resources are opening up.
Niche-policy interaction. Practitioners explained that governments interact with niches via diverse
‘’programs‘’. For example; desk research programs or demonstration programs. Each of the programs
stimulates one or multiple developments. These consequently might also direct diverse sets of sociopolitical activities of the niche.
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7. Conclusion and discussion
7.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes the findings of our research project and its implication for both theory and
practice. In chapter 7.2 a reflection on the research process and each of the sub-question is given. It
consequently also discusses how the designs were established and what their contribution is.
Afterward, in chapter 7.3 a discussion on the practical and theoretical findings is established which
also accommodates potential further research on the topics surrounding socio-political work in STS.

7.2 Research conclusions
Research objective. The research project was established to obtain a more refined understanding of
how niches organize their activities in protective spaces to inform socio-political arenas, with the
higher-level goal to attain sustainable support by governments in scaling up a niche technology. These
support measures are common among niche technologies as their value propositions are not yet able
to withstand market competition given various uncertainties. Nonetheless, this type of political
support could be abandoned or made unsustainable over time. A rejection of niches support is
consequently a given uncertainty.
Although political decisionmakers have a final authority to decide on support mechanisms, niches can
anticipate and create favorable conditions as to become fit towards political arenas. Hence, these
organizational activities were framed as socio-political work in this study and developed based on 7
criteria by which analysts evaluate environmental support structures. Anticipating on these criteria
will, therefore, increase a niches fitness for sustainable support and consequently the scale-up
towards mainstream markets. In accordance, the 7 dimensions became performance measures for a
study on both theory and practice via design-science that links both domains via so-called boundary
objects. Consequently, the first two sub-questions of this research project aimed at analyzing the two
different domains. The third and final sub-questions developed and evaluated the various designs,
established via synthesis and creative leaps by the researcher. All three sub-questions are discussed
subsequently.
Sub-question 1. This sub-question analyzed the theoretical domains by reflecting on 21 articles,
corresponding to four respected frameworks in the sustainable transition literature as to comprehend
socio-political work from an academic stance. Hence, the cross-case and longitudinal case studies
illuminated the various perspectives of socio-political work in theoretically described transitions. From
a niche advocacy perspective, the SNM framework and MLP framework provided the most significant
insides herein. Besides, the TM framework provided behavioral conditions of politics and the role of
niche technologies herein. In contrast, the TIS framework was not well equipped to complement this
research with valuable considerations on socio-political work.
Overall we observed that the first research questions cultivated various activities regarding sociopolitical work. Although it was surprising that the systematic literature review fell short on a clear cut
definition on socio-political work, a creative leap enabled us to supplement STS with a comprehensive
set of dimensions that captures socio-political work well. In accordance, we were able to identify
various activities that niche advocates can accommodate in their practices as socio-political work to
improve its fitness from a political stance.
Sub-question 2. This sub-question analyzed the GE niche in the Netherlands and questioned how this
niche executes socio-political work. We did so by an early engagement in the niche which enabled us
to identify both GE content and transition context-specific antecedents which shape the practical
environment and the niche activities herein. Empirical data from Interviews, documents, and
conferences were analyzed via triangulation to derive evidence on various socio-political activities.
Although their linkage with consequently shaping the socio-political reality was somewhat restricted
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given the young niche, the empirical evidence was sufficient in identify various activities relating to
socio-political work. By consolidation of the theoretical evidence and empirical evidence, we
established fit for purpose activities in the GE niche.
Sub-question 3. This sub-question analyzed design opportunities to encounter the main research
question. Hence, this question was focused on facilitating niche advocates, in the GE niche, with a
comprehensive understanding of socio-political work. It has resulted in a synthesis of the various
activities into design propositions expressed in a logic model. The logic model focused its effort on 5
dimensions as these where observed from the collected evidence throughout the research project.
The model encapsulates, among others, the relevant roles of intermediaries as boundary spanners,
the relevance of rendering knowledge in documenting for outsiders, and the need for obtaining broad
support for knowledge development on effects to reduce (perceived) uncertainties. As such we
illuminated the fundamental themes of socio-political work and how these can be managed in
accordance by niche advocates. The various design propositions consequently enabled the
development of two design solutions; a conceptual framework and a tool.
The conceptual framework interprets the diverse mechanisms at play during the execution of sociopolitical work by niche advocates. Accommodating three dimensions the framework introduces;
direct, semi-direct, and indirect mechanisms on which activities work. In accordance, this framework
resembles an overview of the mechanisms sparked for the continuous shaping of socio-political
realities. Mechanisms as such resemble the status change triggered by niche advocates towards its
direct, semi-direct, or indirect surrounding. In doing so it highlights the often long-term processes by
which a niche actor-network shapes its environment and therefore its interpretation by socio-political
arenas. Hence, this framework suggest proactive behavior in niche networks rather than getting
distracted from a distant concern of sustainable policy support. As the framework is based on both
theoretical and empirical evidence and substituted from diverse observed interactions it can be
expected that this framework will suit various niche technologies and advocates herein. Yet, a rigorous
practical evaluation of the model was not attained as our study was limited in time.
The analytical tool accommodates the various interventions that niche advocates could execute to
improve their socio-political realities. Hence, the diverse interventions interpreted from the logicmodel are translated in a questionnaire for an analysis by niche advocates. The tool as such anticipates
on the niches organizational capacity to execute activities as a seamless network of advocates. In
seeking this objective various pre-conditions were accommodated in this tool to improve its value.
First, as the niche actor-network is evolving, the capabilities of the overall niche evolve as well.
Therefore a recurring tool is proposed to embed newly attained capabilities in the niche. Second,
experiences from niche actors vary given their local experiences. Therefore input should be widely
deduced. The Think-Pair-Share strategy aligns with these conditions and supports a collaborative
reflection among niche advocates and their socio-political activities to in accordance, strategize on
them. Third, it reflects the conceptual framework by discussing each proposed dimension separately.
Therefore these designs become superficially connected as to create a holistic environment on which
advocates can comprehend the socio-political work. Yet, the tool is not rigorously practical evaluated
in the niche and its generalizability could be limited given content (the technology itself) and context
(environment) dependent antecedents.
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7.3 Discussion
7.3.1 Practical research implications
Our research project started with a quest to comprehend socio-political work in more detail for the
GE niche in the Netherlands. As price increases of five times were observed in this niche, since its
initial (and already subsidized) demonstration project, it can be argued that GE application is an
economical (and consequently political) demanding technology. Besides, various contextual
conditions in the nation make the exercise for large scale adoption in the nation a pertinent challenge.
Given that Dutch politics (to a certain extend) direct the heat transitions by supporting a diverse
portfolio of niche technologies (including GE), our research concerning socio-political work in this
niche was well-matched.
As a result of this quest, we have supplemented the GE niche with a detailed prescription of activities
that improve the niches overall conditions (read: fitness) towards socio-political arenas. In doing so,
the black-box of the political decisionmaker retains shut, while reflecting on the internal control and
steering capabilities by employing niche activities. Overall we encountered that various activities; have
been integrated, are becoming integrated, or were integrated in the GE niche. These activities mainly
seem to have appeared in recent years as its role in the transition became more evident and their
interrelations are currently induced and synchronized accordingly.
The set of activities are focused on triggering direct, semi-direct and indirect mechanisms. Direct
mechanism are related to the inherent behavior of the niche. Managing knowledge flows on effects,
the cultivation of agreement among niche actors, or the participation in standard-setting are examples
of these activities. Semi-direct mechanisms relate to niche extension in new territory. Managing the
interactions and conditions with civil society, the continuous engagement with expert and established
entities, or stimulating regime engagement are examples of these. Indirect mechanisms relate to
updating socio-political arenas on the niche state and conditions which can be framed as linking
political agendas to niches or lobbying activities. Managing the interpretability of a niche technological
antecedents, the reflecting on divers economically substitutes that complement the technology, or
the operability of the niche-government interactions over time are examples of these.
Specific advice for GE advocates can be summarized as follows. First, niche advocates should think of
technological adoption as risk-sharing and mitigation among a niches actor-network. Assuring that
each of the actors foresees its responsibilities and is comfortable bearing these is key as actornetworks enlarge and public-private partnerships are becoming the new norm. Second, update
knowledge adequate such that outdated narratives are replaced by new narratives in the niche
network and in accordance shared among its wider environment. Third, observe GE, not as a sole need
for reaching the heat transition targets as this focus frames the value proposition in advance. Rather
observe GE as a new technology on which the antecedents and its value proposition are yet to be fully
understood. New opportunities arise as new actors start to participate and induce their capabilities
on the GE value proposition. Hence, this reasoning is better fit for accommodating the variation and
selection behavior of Dutch politics on sustainability and nurtures new perspective-taking.
Overall our prime finding regarding the GE niche reflects that socio-political work is a continuous effort
by the niche to (in)proof its fitness. This challenge is persistent as the actor-network, interorganizational interests, and the technological value proposition is under continuous development.
Given these inherent characteristics of a niche, the individual roles, responsibilities, and capabilities
change over time as well. The accommodation of socio-political work, therefore, becomes a
continuous task among advocates of the GE niche that requires recursive reflections and reassessment
as to update its socio-political reality.
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7.3. Academic research implications and future research
This research project established new cross-overs and complemented various existing domains of
research with new insides. As research is never finite we reflect on the various relevant academic
findings and their interdependency with existing academic work, and in accordance propose new
directions of research in this sub-chapter.
Socio-political work. The main theme of this research emphasized the notion of socio-political work
from a niche perspective. Raven et al. (2016) was the first in studying this subject and referred to these
activities by shielding, nurturing, and empowering activities that to some extend linked niche behavior
to politics. Our research contributes to Raven et al. (2016) by the refinement of the political
dimensions that are at play, which in accordance enabled us to identify activities more profound. As
such, we created a more affluent environment by which niches develop in protective spaces and
proposed various interventions to become better fit for its selection environment (the political
arenas). In doing so it highlights both the niche-internal oriented processes (direct and semi-direct)
and the more outward-oriented processes (semi-direct and indirect) (Raven et al., 2016).
Consequently, the refinement of these activities from an SNM perspective enriches the existing STS
literature as it provides more nuance than previously existed. Academia are consequently better able
to comprehend the political dimensions, its interrelations with the niche, and the consecutive
(interrelated) roles within the niche
Although a considerable contribution, we do observe some noise between the dimensions operational
practices/ administrative feasible and its relation to the legality. To illustrate the development of
standards sometimes intersects with legal frameworks. In contrast, work schedules and protocols
reflect on given legal frameworks. A better understanding regarding these interdependencies seems
pertinent as these practices could seriously impair niche technologies in their scale-up. Therefore
comprehending the co-evolution capabilities of innovative niches with regulations and related
standards should be further explored (Wiegmann, 2019).
We also observe that our conceptual framework balances towards incumbent actors and therefore
shows signs of a lock-in itself. This also aligns with some of the criticism received on TM in Dutch
policies (Kern & Smith, 2007). To illustrate; distributional equity requests for alignment with existing
societal structures (of for example industries) and therefore follows a fit-and-conform strategy. In
contrast our research is incapable of reflecting and anticipating on stretch-and-transform strategy.
Smith and Raven (2012) argue that each of the strategies will come to be by different political
narrative. Also substitutes of both strategies can occur. Therefore future research should study the
two strategies and its inherent differences and similarities regarding socio-political work as it is
currently not well encapsulated in STS. Hence, given our results it risks to be incorrectly captured in
strategic actions of socio-political work.
Design science methodology. Zolfagharian et al. (2019) have argued that the STS literature might best
be placed within the design sciences as it could lead to an improved understanding of strategic
interventions in transition domains. Nonetheless, none of the present academic literature had
experimented with this. As such, our research was the first in exploring the potential of design science
in STS. Via early engagement in the practical environment, we were able to establish intervention
strategies fit for a niche in a transition (van Burg et al., 2008). Consequently, the design solutions are
both practice-based and theoretically informed and illuminate contextual conditions, strategic
interventions, mechanisms, and expected outcomes. The overall body of knowledge provided us with
an outline of observation and events. Even so, sometimes details were missing on how certain
activities worked out to be significant in the rather complex and chaotic transition domain. This is the
inherent challenge which faces STS given its holistic approach.
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Furthermore, for socio-political work, the TIS framework was less helpful, while the SNM and MLP
frameworks contributed significantly to the identification of niche strategies. In contrast, TM provided
an overview of what type of behavior and interrelations exist among politics and niche technologies
therein. The outcomes are designs that, although not guaranteed for success, illuminate the complex
environment of managing a niche in transition domains as to improve its overall fitness regarding
technological selection.
Nonetheless, the decontextualization of our findings might be challenging given the contextual
dependencies that are inherently part of STS. Hence various subjects will have affected our results.
First, the phase in which the niche is developing. Second, the niche characteristics itself, and third, the
transition of which it is part of. As such testing the designs in different environments might result in
different conclusions. Furthermore, as our time horizon was limited, we request for further Alpha
testing and consecutive Beta testing of our designs in the GE niche to assess its inherent value more
refined.
Public-private partnerships. Our research resembled a niche as actor constellation that involved
various policy officers and thus to a certain extend links a niche towards political arenas. In
accordance, our research encountered that public actors are involved in shaping activities and
directing a technology from within the niche. The capabilities of these actors are accordingly valuable
capabilities in directing socio-political work. It can actually be argued that their role in niches has
become more prominent given the set targets of the Paris Agreement by politicians. Hence, the quest
for sustainability has shifted from social movement that request new sustainable regulations towards
proactive creating a niche by politics to obtain its targets (Farla et al., 2012). Nonetheless, their role
within the niche is dependent on its relations with others and come to be via public-private
partnerships. Hence, during these partnerships their role as initiator, stimulator, ensuring learning,
and safeguarding its development is pivotal (Caniëls & Romijn, 2008). Therefore more research on
their role in niche structuring and strategizing is necessary.
Socio-technical acceptance. In our research project it seems that we separated acceptance of a
technology in two dimension. Hence, the reduction of effect uncertainties by politicians and the social
acceptance inherent related to risks that technology puts forward. While the former seems to be
present from the initial introduction of a technology, the latter seem to appear over time as
interrelations among technology and society become evident. Similar antecedents were observed in
the analysis of policies (Figure 11). Hence, it will first, comprehend the effect uncertainties and
afterwards encounter social acceptance. Although our research project did not zoom in on what this
variation means in practice, it can be argued that their differences are relevant to comprehend. As
innovation brings notoriously uncertainties with it, future research should questioned what levels of
uncertainty politics accept and how this relates to societal acceptance during a niches integration.
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9. Appendix
A. Background geothermal energy

Figure 17; Geothermal energy technology from EBN et al. (2018)

Figure 18; Ambition of Geothermal energy production in the Netherlands from EBN et al. (2018)
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2017
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C. Interview protocol
Part 1: Introduction
Focus of the study: How does the industry organizes itself through time
Integration of interviewee data: Anonymous
Approval for recording?
Part 2: Role, positioning, activities
What is your role in the organization and how long are you active in the industry?
How do you position yourself within the geothermal industry and with who do you collaborate?
How would you describe the actor constellation and the collaborative effort to develop and deploy the
technology?
What type of geothermal activities are you involved in (as an organization)? → Input for part 3-7

Part 3: Knowledge development
How did Geothermal energy develop in the nation?
What type of uncertainties are present or observed?
How is the value proposition developing over time?
Part 4: Networking
How would you describe the actor constellation of the niche?
How did the actor constellation develop over time?
What role do intermediary bodies play? (also including research programs, collaborative formalities)?
Part 5: Social acceptance
How does civil society respond to geothermal energy projects?
How are strategies deployed related to societal acceptance?
Part 6: Interdependencies with national conditions
How are the national conditions (infrastructure, energy providers, related to the value proposition of
geothermal energy?
How are these national conditions influenced?
Part 7: Role of governmental bodies
How are the information flows organized to governmental bodies?
How are governmental bodies (you) involved in the niche?
What role do the various governmental bodies play?

Part 8: Niche expectations
What are you expectations of the industry in the near future?
What are the current and future bottlenecks you observe?
Part 9: Finishing
Can I contact you if there are any questions regarding this interview?
Do you have any other recommendations on actors that I should contact?
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D. Codebook
Codebook
NO Code and sub code
1. Reduce uncertainties of effects

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

Files
35

1.1 Consolidate via domain entities
1.2 Compliance of established entities
1.3 Practical knowledge development
1.4 Build-up research volume
1.5 Render knowledge via documentation
Social and cultural acceptance
21
2.1 Proof technology before Market and system change
2.2 Shape public opinion in correspondence with niche
2.3 Exploit existing tech change spill-overs
2.4 Pass resistance
2.5 Benefit sharing instruments
2.6 portray industry fit
2.7 Robust, accountable and persuasive narratives
2.8 Aggregate societal problem solving in practice
Economic efficiency
20
3.1 Renewal of value proposition
3.2 Explore direct value creation
3.3 Explore indirect value creation
3.4 Exemplify system efficiency
Distributional equity
16
4.1 New actor arrangement development
4.2 Decrease of resistance from regime
4.3 Beneficiary synergies
4.4 Transition arenas
Legality
5
Operational practicality
19
6.1 Create diversity on options
6.2 Display of lock-in
6.3 Exemptions to decrease stress
Communication challenges
8
National conditions
26

Table 20; Codebook – from Nvivo coding software
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